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EDITORIAL

RABBIS WANTED

THE  CHURCH  OF  ENGLAND
has   recently  published  a  report
called  "Recovering  Confidence".

The title refers to the need for a vigorous
recruitment policy  to  deal  with  a  major
crisis.

Consider  the   following  facts.   The
number of candidates for Anglican min-
istry  aged  under  30  has  slumped  from
162 to 95 in five years, while the number
aged over 30 has increased to 74% of the
total.  The  total  number  offering  them-
selves for full-time Anglican priesthood
has  fallen  from  609  in  199]   to  357  in
1995.   While  there  were   nearly  20,000
clergy under the age of 65  in  1901, there
are now half that number with the figure
projected to  fall  to  fewer than  9,000 by
2001.   The   report  reveals  a  reluctance
amongst would-be candidates to commit
themselves  to the fmancial insecurity of
the  ministry.  It also concludes that com-
mitting  oneself at a  relatively  early  age
to a lifetime career in the Church is now
`counter-cultural'.

The Catholic Church is likewise expe-
riencing  a  crisis  of recruitment  and  the
Church of England's report suggests that
the  reason  is  not  solely  an  increasing
unwillingness to embrace celibacy.

At  first  glance,  the   same  problems
would  not appear to  afflict the  Progres-
sive   Jewish   world   and   the   numbers
applying   to   the   Leo   Baeck  College.
Although the Jewish  community is  very
much  smaller -  as  are  the  numbers  of
rabbis  needed -  the  Leo  Baeck  College
has  granted   semj.44cz¢,   rabbinic   ordi-
nation, to  120 men and women in the last
40 years -after an arduous five-year post-
graduate training. There are, almost every
year,  many  more  applicants  than  there
are places.

But a  closer examination  reveals  that
we  do  live  in  the  same  world  as  the
Church. The Leo Baeck College has been
quite remarkable in attracting candidates
from   central   Europe  and  the   Former
Soviet  Union.  Indeed,  the  next six years
will  see the graduation of no fewer than
six   rabbis   destined  to   return  to   such
places  as  Moscow,  Kiev  and  Budapest.
Despite the existence of a number of fine
institutions  in  North  America,  the  Col-
lege  attracts  flrst-rate  applicants  from
Canada and the  United States.  However,
in recent years, there have been relatively
few  candidates  who  have  grown  up  in
Reform  and   Liberal   congregations  in
Britain.   Fewer  and  fewer  of  our  own
young  men  and  women  are  excited  by
their  synagogue   and   inspired  by   their
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rabbi  to enter the British congregational
rabbinate.

Like  the   Church  of  England,   the
Progressive  Movements  in  Britain  -  in
conjunction with the Leo Baeck College
-  have  also  been  conducting  research,

principally  amongst  300  final-year  uni-
versity students, largely from Reform and
Liberal homes.

This has revealed startling facts. There
are significant numbers who do not find
the   synagogue  to  be  an  exciting  and
stimulating  place.   Indeed,   there   were
many who felt that it was `conventional',
unattractive and offered them little.

There were those who wanted the rabbi
to  be  a  person  who  listened  and  made
them feel valued, was a good teacher and
had a high intellect. They wanted rabbis
to bridge the gap between being `admira-
ble   yet   ordinary',   to   be   a   worthy
role-model,  yet  exciting  and  fun  to  be
with. There were hints that rabbis in real-
ity,  submerged  by  countless  functions
and  tasks  and  often  swimming  against
the  cultural  tide,  could  not be  that role-
model    and    would    not    themselves
recommend the rabbinate as a profession
or calling to be followed.

There  were  those  who  doubted  that
there would be rewarding jobs for them,
particularly if they were women.

Others  hinted  that  involvement  with
one of our youth movements was not the
same  as  involvement  with  and  engage-
ment in the life of the synagogue. Which,
in turn,  left them  `unconnected'  and  un-
interested.

There were those who could not imag-
ine  embarking  on  such  a   `rigid'   and
inflexible  career  pattern  so  soon  after
graduation -  thus  bearing  out  changing
social patterns uncovered by the Church
and the observation that recruiting young
people for a lifetime's career is `counter-
cu]tural'.

Above all, there were those who could
not imagine taking such a huge step and
making such a large commitment - not,
at the very least, without a large dose of
encouragement and a huge and  ongoing
amount of careful support.

So much of the above harmonises with
the Church's findings. That is hardly sur-
prising,  since  we  live  within  the  context
of the  same  wider  culture.  The  factors
highlighted  nevertheless  provide  an  ur-

gent and powerful agenda for RSGB and
ULPS   synagogues  and  their  respective
movements. The appeal of the synagogue
to  the  young  and  their  place  in  it,  the
effectiveness and happiness of a rabbin-

ate  swamped by  a  multiplicity  of tasks
and short on boundaries, the full accept-
ance  of women  rabbis,  the  relationship
between  youth  clubs,  youth  work  and
synagogues. These are all areas requiring
immediate discussion and action.

There  are  also  two  encouraging  ele-
ments  -  one  emerging  from  our  own
research  and  one  a  recommendation  by
the authors of the Church report.

Our  own  survey  of 300  undergradu-
ates elicited 95  (anonymous) replies.  Of
these, no fewer than 15 found the idea of
becoming  a  rabbi  either  quite  or  very
attractive. That is a remarkable number -
would one have found a higher percent-
age attracted  to  the  idea  of becoming a
barrister, doctor or chartered accountant?
It suggests that, with careful  encourage-
ment, recruitment of talented young men
and  women  who  have  grown  up  within
the Progressive Movements in this coun-
try is entirely possible.

The Church's recommendation is both
apposite  and  relevant.  The  report  sug-
gests    that    a    national    recruitment
campaign  will  fail  unless  it is  rooted  in
positive  local  attitudes and an appropri-
ate  local  culture.  It  is  the  identification,
valuing,  encouragement  to  participate,
giving of responsibility, nurturing at par-
ish and diocesan level  which is the key.
For  parish  read  synagogue,  for  diocese
read  Movement  and  the  same  applies
within RSGB and ULPS.

The  Leo  Baeck  College  is  being  en-
couraged   to   establish   a   recruitment
department with a recruitment officer, a
person  who  will  cajole,  encourage  and
prompt that local  identification,  valuing
and nurturing. The days when the rabbin-
ate  could  be  considered  a  vocation  to
which people would simply be `called' in
adequate numbers and automatically heed
that call are over -if they ever existed.

Candidates still  need a sense of voca-
tion. But active steps are now required to
help  `amplify'  the  call.  If 15  people  out
of 95 can flnd the idea attractive, there is
much that is worth drawing out.

We must take good note of the culture
of  changing  career  patterns  and  recog- `
nise   the   strengths   of   more   mature
candidates  for  the  rabbinate.   We  must
also not forget the concerns of the over-
whelming majority of the young -about
boredom  and  lack  of  place,  about  the
need  to  involve  youth  and  youth  clubs,
about our failure to assure women as well
as  men  that  they  are  wanted.  And  we
must make sure that the rabbinate is truly
a stimulating and manageable vocation.



For years, I had observed with astonishment the
venomous reactions my argirments about low
standards in education or the breakap Of the fondly
elicited from the political, intellectual and media
6lites -the  `chattering classes'.

WHY I FIGHT
FOR THE FAMIIjY

Melanie Phillips
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WHEN   MY   BOOK,     All
Must   Have    Prizes.   wa.s
published  last  September,

many  reviewers  reacted  like  scalded
cats.   Their  epithets   verged   on  the
hysterical -`a wild farrago', `the worst
written book of the year', `outstanding
tripe' . They were also personal -Colin
Mccabe   described  me   in  the    Ivew
Sfofcsmcz#    as    `half   stereotypical
Guardian  woman,  half average  Dcrz./)/
A4az./  S]oane'.   Heavens!   What  might
he  have  written  if I'd  ever  met  him!
Yet  other reviewers  were  generous -
`semina]'-Chieflnspectorofschools,
`awesome    polemic'    -    Professor

Michael Barber,  `done her homework'
-Provost of Lincoln College, Oxford.
So   why  had   I   polarised  reaction   so
dramatically?

A  few  weeks  after these  hostilities
broke   out,   Frances   Lawrence,   the
widow  of  the  murdered  headmaster
Philip  Lawrence,  called  for an  end  to
the  culture  of violence  and the  nation
was  promptly  engulfed  by  a   huge
moral   debate.   Some   commentators
were taken aback by the scale and pas-
sion of this debate.  It seemed to them
to have erupted out of a clear blue sky.

I  was rather less surprised,  not least
because I had been in the thick of pre-
cisely such controversy for years over
the  column  I  wrote  for  77ze  Observer
and,  before  that,  for  717!e  Gwczrdz.cr#.  It
seemed to  me that the remarkable  re-
action to my book was tied up with the
moral debate. The book had provoked
such  passion  not  merely  because  the
education world didn't like its failings
held up for public scrutiny -although

that was certainly part of the explana-
tion.  The  fury  illuminated  the  culture
war  being  waged  over  how  we  view
ourselves and how we should live with
each  other,  how  society  should be  or-
ganised  and,  crucially,   what  balance
we  should  strike  between  individual-
ism and duty.

My book had not only addressed the
two  explosive  subjects,  education  and
family,  at the  heart  of that tension.  It
argued that our culture  worshipped at
the  shrine  of individualism  and  moral
relativism,  the  false  doctrine that eve-
ryone's values were equal to everyone
else's.  Authority  had  been  privatised,
freedom of choice was paramount and
rights  trumped  everything  else.  This
had  not only corroded the  obligations
of duty and responsibility on which the
civic   framework   depended;   it  had
transformed for the worse the relation-
ship   between   adults   and   children.
Once,  parents  and  teachers  had  ac-
cepted that they had a primary duty to
transmit  a  body  of traditions,  values
and knowledge down to the children in
their charge. Now, however, the adult
world was deeply uncertain it was the
repository  of   a#);  superior  authority.
Parents  and  teachers  were  becoming
increasingly  infantalised  while  their
children  became  adultjfied.   Parental
commitment was now contingent upon
the   adult   desire   for  self-fulfilment,
demonstrated by the burgeoning  num-
bers of broken and re-ordered families
and teachers were taking a back seat to
pupils  who  were  encouraged  to  `dis-
cover' things for themselves and whose
innate  creativity was held to be  inimi-
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ca] to rules, structure and clear bounda-
ries.

For  years,  I  had  observed  with  as-
tonishment the venomous reactions my
arguments about low standards in edu-
cation  or  the  break-up  of the  family
elicited from  the political,  intellectual
and   media   6lites  -  the   `chattering
classes'.   It  seemed  to  me  that  these
classes were speaking a quite different
moral  language from the vast mass of
ordinary  people,  whom  they  held  in
contempt for wanting `bourgeois' life-
styles  based  on  order,  authority  and
marriage.  These  6lites  were  the  real
targets  of my  criticism  and  so  it  was
hardly surprising -since they were the
people reviewing my book -that they
reacted so spitefully.  Indeed, one such
critic,  the political  analyst John  Gray,
gave  the  game  away  when  I  bumped
into him at a reception. I had found his
review particularly baffling because he
had  denounced  my  critique  of  indi-
vidualism  -  even  though  he  himself
had mounted similar arguments in his
own writings.  `Ah',  he said,  `but such
a lot of your book was about the fam-
ily.'  Instantly,  all  became clear.  Gray,
who  is  divorced,  is  highly  sensitive
about family breakdown because of his
own  experience  of the  issue.  His  re-
view was therefore not professional but
personal, with fairjudgment sacrificed
to  who  knows  what  private  guilt  or
grief.

The issue  of the  family is the  most
explosive of all, since it lies at the very
centre  of the  collision  between  indi-
vidualism and duty.  So tenaciously do
influential   people   defend   untram-
melled  individual   freedom  that  over
the years they have systematically de-
nied  the  voluminous  evidence  of the
harm  done - in  general,  #o/ in  every
case  -  by  family  disjntegration.   Re-
search   revealing   such  evidence   has
been routinely distorted or denied and
those  who  draw  attention  to  such  ad-
verse  consequences  vilified.  I  myself
am  regularly  called  names  for  doing
so, such as `right-wjng', `mora]iser' or
`authoritarian'   -  insults   designed  to

marginalise what I am saying and shut
down the debate.

One  accusation  often  hurled  in  my
direction is that by seeking to promote
and   support   marriage,   I   am   being
beastly to  lone parents.  This is absurd
for two reasons.  First, the argument is
not  about  `lone parents'  but about the
whole  range  of fractured  family  life,
including step-parents. Second, it sim-

ply  doesn't follow  that  promoting  the
intact  two-parent  family  is  to  attack
lone  parents  or anyone  else,  many  of
whom   bring   up   children   extremely
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one accusation often
hurled in ray direction
i,s that by seeking to
promote and support
marriage, I am being
beastly to lone parents.

well.  It  merely  means  that,  given  the
huge  range  of disadvantages  children
from  fragmented  families  generally
suffer,  it  is  surely  better  to  promote
two-parent family life. And that means
individuals  accepting  more  self-disci-

pline and more realistic aspirations, in
order  properly  to  fulfil  their  duty  to
their  children.   It  is  surely  bizarre  to
argue that we should all cheerfully ac-
cept  antisocial  consequences  because
otherwise we might hurt the feelings of
people  behaving   antisocially.   There
are, after all, far worse things than hurt
feelings.

It  is,  of course,  somewhat  discon-
certing  to   see   oneself  traduced  and
abused in this way. But the ferocity of
the reaction is also reassuring. It means
one  is  hitting  a  nerve.  These  are  the
intemperate  reactions  of people  who
feel   on  the   defensive  because  they
know their bluff is being called.  `Who
czre these 6lites' snarled Melvyn Bragg
at  me  once  on   Sfczrf  ffee  Week,  `who
from their uniquely comfortable posi-
tion give the impression that everyone
else should behave as irresponsibly as
they  do?"  The  answer,  which  I  failed
to give but which several angry listen-
ers  subsequently  suggested  I   should
have  given,   was   `People   like  you,
Melvyn.'  Most  of the  fury,  however,
has  issued  from  ideological  feminists
in the media for whom  I have commit-
ted the ultimate crime of being a traitor
to  my  sex  for  failing  to  support  an
agenda that says men are the only prob-
lem,    that    a    woman's    right    to
self-fulfilment trumps all else and that
the two-parent family is tyranny.

It is almost impossible to have a dis-

passionate debate about the family.  So
many participants are merely attempt-
ing   to  justify   their  own   irregular
experiences   and  the   more   frequent
those   irregular  experiences  become,
the  more  difficult  it is  to  hold the  de-
bate. Of course, all of us are influenced
by   our  own   experiences  and  back-

grounds.   My  Judaism   has   certainly
influenced.the  way  I  see the  world.  It
has  taught  me   that  the   family  is   a
mechanism  for transmitting  a  culture,
that parents have an overriding duty to

nurture and socialise their children into
that culture and that family and educa-
tion are inseparably mixed as a result.
It has taught me that the family is the
bedrock of a society's norms, that ad-
herence  to   cultural   norms  beyond
oneself imposes self-discipline and that
duty to  others is  more  important than
immediate self gratification.

Am  I  being paranoid,  then,  when  I
read not infrequent references by anti-
family   critics   to   `Old   Testament
moralisers'?  Of  course,  among  Pro-
gressive Jews there are  many  who  do
not share my point of view on the fam-
ily,   who   themselves   decry   it   as
`judgmental'  and support.the idea that

the  family  must  now  redefine  itself,
despite  the  fact that  most people  still
aspire to boring  old heterosexual  mo-
nogamy.   Personally,   I   believe   that
without judgment there can be no mo-
rality and I feel intensely sad that there
are Jews who take such a stand aga.inst
judgment. They thus turn a blind eye to
the rising tide of distress and disorder
among children which is taking place
as  a  result of family  fracture.  But the
commandment to avoid judgment and
the  consequent  injunction  against  of-
fending anyone's feelings whatever the
effects  of their behaviour are  now  so
strong   that   mere   evidence   can   no
longer compete.

The argument over educational fail-
ure   has   revealed  exactly  the   same
retreat from evidence. At a debate held
by  77!e  Observer to  launch  my  book,
Baroness  Blackstone  dismissed  it  as
bearing  no  relation  to  reality  and  full
of disto`rtion and caricature.  Provoked
beyond endurance, one of my sources,
a university lecturer, stood up and said
that what I had written was true and he
could back it up from his experience of
his own undergraduates whose lack of
knowledge  was  pretty  catastrophic.  `1
don't   believe   you,'   said   Baroness
Blackstone.  In other words, there is #o
evidence  that  can  shake  some  people
from the prejudices. Which neatly un-
derscored a point  I  was  making in the
book, that in education itself there had
been a general retreat from objectivity
and facts, a devaluation of the rules of
grammar or mathematics  in  favour of
subjective   opinion   and   creativity,   a
substitution of fantasy for the power to
think for oneself.

Evidence, however, means confront-
ing difficult issues. It is so much easier

just to hurl insults I

MELANIE  PHILLIPS ;.s fl  co/wmH/.s//or The
Observer.   `All   Must   Have   Prizes'    wcrs  pwb-
lished  by  Little,  Brown  in  September   1996  al
fl7.50   (pp   384).  A  paperback  edition  is  due
out  in  April.
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NI CANNOT STOP INTER-MARRIAGE
TILL FAITH US DO PART:

COUPLES WHO FALL IN LOVE
ACROSS THE RELIGIOUS DIVIDE

by Jonathan A. Romain
Fount/Harper Collins, London,1996,

ppl82, £5.99 p.b.

Marlena Schmool

M,RRIAGE WITH NON-JEWS,
rhether termed  intermarriage
r   outmarriage,   has   been

statistically   important   for  modern
Jewry only since the Emancipation. It
happened  mainly within communities
that  lowered  social  barriers  between
Jews  and  others.  It  is  an  occurrence
which  has  grown  markedly  over  the
past half-century.  In  one  light,  it  may
be taken as a measure of the success of
the   Jew's  struggle   for  acceptance.
From the communal point of view this
success  is  two-edged  -  while  we  are
glad  to  be  accepted,  we  are  sorry  to
lose  exclusivity.  Consequently,  as  the
implications   of  increasingly   wide-
spread acceptance have been noted, we
have  seen  outreach  and  other  similar
initiatives  directed  at  strengthening
Jewish identity and at holding particu-
larly   younger     people   within   the
community.

Historically,   marriage   was   pre-
scribed    for   everyone    in    Jewish
communities.   Suitable  matches  were
sought    for    persons    who    quight
elsewhere      have      been      deemed
unmarriageable,  so as to provide  sup-
port  in  a  basically  hostile  world.  The
goal was a totally married community
and,  even  if this  was  never  attained,
the  high  levels  of marriage  recorded
within Diaspora Jewries throughout the
world'   testify  to  the  strength  of  the
ideal.  Marriage  was  within  the  com-
munity -Jew married Jew.

Gradually,   through  the   nineteenth
century  in  Western   Europe,   Jewish
men   began   to   marry   non-Jewish
women.  However,  entry  by  marriage
into the wider society was always more
difficult  for  women,  who  were  tradi-
tionally  more  closely  guarded  within
their family and community networks.
While Jewish men could malTy outside
the community, in these circumstances
more  women  would  remain  unmar-
ried2.   Analysis  of  place  of  birth  for
marriage  partners  in  British  Jewry  at
the beginning of this century suggests
that  the  local  disequilibrium  resulting
from   men's  exogamy  was  counter-
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balanced    by    native-born    Jewish
women marrying immigrant men3.

In   Great   Britain,   the   first  fully-
researched contemporary warni ngs that
changes in marriage patterns might be-
come  important  to  the  community's
development  came  in  the   1960s.   On
looking back to the early  1950s, a time
when  the  Jewish  population  was  still
composed  mainly  of first  and  second
generation  Jews  who  were  likely  to
want to marry in a synagogue, the crude
synagogue  marriage  rate  for that time
was  shown  to  be  approximately  half
that of the general population. This con-
trast was both start]ing4 and threatening.
Later research took age differences into
account  and  showed  that,  although
numbers  of synagogue  marriages  rose
in the late 1960s as the post-1945 baby-
boom  reached  marriageable  age,  the
actual rise was some 320/o less than an-
ticipated5. This downward trend became
stronger over the next 20 years. By the
late  l980s  only  one  in  three  of young
Jews who might be expected under tra-
ditional   cultural   mores   to   celebrate
marriage under the chwpcrfe, were in fact
married  in  a  synagogue.  This  specific
decline occurred at a time when histori-
cat  demographic processes themselves
ensured  that  overall  numbers  of syna-

gogue marriages fell.
One  question  these  trends  pose  is

wky   are  they  happening?   Questions
which come to me in the course of my
work  suggest  that  the  immediate  re-
sponse to these figures from Jews and
non-Jews alike, is to assume that their
sole  cause  is  intermarriage.  The  rea-
soning   seems  to   go   as   follows  -
because  Jews  all  many  and  all  Jews
perforce many in a synagogue, if Jews
are  not  marrying  in  synagogue  then,
ipso  facto,  they  must  be  `marrying-
out'.  Reality  is  not  so  clear  cut.  The
32%  loss  in  synagogue  marriages  in
the  1960s  might  be  interpreted  as  re-
sulting  from  post-war net emigration,
both  Aliyah  and  other,  together  with
low levels of intermarriage. However,
the  underlying  trend  and  the  current
two-thirds discrepancy are not so eas-

fly explained and,  to begin  with,  jt  is
useful  to  be  less  parochial  and  look
outside the community for possible in-
fluences.

The last two decades have seen great
changes  in  patterns  of family  forma-
tion  within  British  society  at  large.
Many of these have affected the Jew-
ish  community.   First,   cohabitation
outside marriage has become accepted,
if  not  approved,  particularly  among
those  with  higher  education.  Jewish
men and women have benefited more
than most from the expansion in higher
education  over  the  period  and  may
therefore be  seen  as  more  `at risk'  of
cohabitation.   Second,  between   1981
and 1993, average age of first marriage
generally rose by 3.36 years for brides
and by 3.04 years for bridegrooms. For
Jews  the  respective  rises  were  less
marked because approximately one in
eight  of those  who  marry  in  a  syna-
gogue  are  from  the  strictly  orthodox
communities.  They  marry  young  and
will  thus  repress  these  average  ages.
Nevertheless,  the  rise  for  synagogue-
maITying brides was 2.12 years and for
bridegrooms  1.48 years. Thirdly, with
the influence of feminism, women are
no  longer  socially  and  educationally
restricted.  Until  the  mid-1960s,  mar-
riage was almost the sole passport out
of the parental  home for women. This
is  no  longer the  case.  Perhaps  Jewish
women were more affected by this re-
striction but nowadays they leave home
much as men do -for education, work,
travel.  This  increases  their opportuni-
ties   to   meet   partners   outside   the
community,  as their brothers have for
long done.

In  these  circumstances,  a  range  of
scenarios    beyond    simply    `inter-
marriage'  js  available  to  explain  the
shortfall   in   communally   recorded
marriages.  Of young  Jews  who  delay
marriage  till   older  ages,   some   will
eventually   marry   under  synagogue
auspices, which could at that point lead
to these figures   to a short-term rise in
synagogue marriages. They may delay
marriage  and  many another Jew  at a
civil  ceremony  -  which  would  be  an
in-marriage  unrecorded  by  the  com-
munity.   They   might   never   find   a
partner or may be in a gay relationship.
Or  they  might  cohabit  either  with  a
non-Jew or another Jew. By a rule-of-
thumb  reckoning  which bears  all  this
in mind, the rate of inter-marriage/co-
habitation  over  the  past  decade  has
been estimated at about 33%, viz. one
third  of Jews  who  married  or  estab-
lished  perman;nt  relationships  in  this
time did so with non-Jews.

More   recently  these  indirect  esti-
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mates have been strengthened by data
from  the  Social  Attitudes  Survey6  of
the Institute for Jewish Policy Research
(JPR).   This  wide-ranging   survey  of
over 2000  British  Jews,  aged  over  18
and of all  religious and cultural points
of view,  has  allowed  more  direct  ex-
amination   of  the   issue.   Thus   it  was
discovered that more than half the adult
Jewish  population  has,  at  some  time,
had  a  steady  relationship  with  a  non-
Jew.   For  all   men  who  are  currently
married  or  cohabiting,  approximately
four  in  ten  have  non-Jewish  partners.
Data for women are harder to establish
but  the  survey  suggests  that  between
one-quarter  and  one-fifth  of married/
cohabiting  Jewish  females  are  with  a
non-Jewish  partner.   Taken  together,
the  data  suggest an intermarriage  rate
of 30% for all  currently married Jews.
But there are  age  differences.  For ex-
ample,  of men  aged  under  30  one  in
two is in an interfaith partnership while

proof that the phenomenon is not only
recent  comes  from  the  finding  that,
among  men  over  70,  one  in  three  is
intermarried.

These  findings  underline  what  has,
over the past decade, been  clear from
even  cursory  discussions with parents
of  children   of  marriageable   ages.
Within   all   except  the   most   strictly
halachically-oriented   sections   of  the
community,   few   families   are   un-
touched           by            intermarriage.
Consequently we may expect attitudes
to interfaith marriages to be tempered
by  personal  experience  and  there  are
indications  that  younger  persons  are
slightly  more  liberal  than  their elders
in their attitudes. Thus,  in the JPR  re-
search,   30%   of  those   under   40,
compared with 23%  of those aged 40
and  over,  did  not  agree  that  a  Jew
should  marry   someone  who  is   also
Jewish.  More  importantly  for  Jewish
survival,  only 31 %  of under 40s com-

pared with 38% of those over 40 would
do everything possible to prevent a son
or daughter marrying a non-Jew.  Such
developments are  to be expected when
53%  of  British  Jews  feel  themselves
equally British and Jewish.

In  a  world  which  is  experiencing
these  shifts  in  attitude  and  structure,
Jonathan  Romain's  book  is  valuable
both  for  the  community  and  for  the
individual.   By   taking   its   examples,
from the  community at large -  `inter-
faith'   is   obviously   wider  than  just
Jewish/non-Jewish -it sets the issue in
a universal context. This is the context
in  which  the  group  most  affected  by
these trends functions.  In adopting this
broad-brush approach, the book speaks
to  those  who  confront  the  issue  at  a
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personal   level   and  its   strength  is   in
recognising that the issue is not simply
a  Jewish  one.  Moreover,  as  members
of an  hjstorica]ly-persecuted  minority
conditioned to look from the inside out,
it  is  important to  be  reminded  of the
religious convictions of the ones mar-

rying in. Rabbi Romain underlines that
differences  in  faith and cultural  back-
ground    may    create    tensions    in
relationships but he also  stresses  that,
within this  framework,  the accommo-
dations     needed     for     making     a
successful interfaith marriage are sim-
ply  added  to  those   needed  for  any
successful  marriage.

From the  community point of view
the book is important because it begins
to  confront  the  dilemma  of  personal
and   communal   needs.   Ultimately   it
leads  us  to  understand  that,  however
much  any  faith-based  or ethnic  com-
munity   would   like   to   direct   and

prescribe    marital    or   partnership
choices, this is not always possible I

MARLENA  SCHM00L  tvcrs  bo;.#  I.#  Lccds
and,   a./.ter   studies   ai   Birmingham   University,
trained  in  mal.kel research.  She was  the Board
o.f Deputies filrsl  Research  Officer  in  1965.  be-
co)ning   Executive   Dil.eclor  Of  its   Conununity
Reseal.ch   Unit   in   1986.   Publications   include
Women in the Jewish Community -Survey Re-

portjoin[ly with  Dr Steve  Miller.
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A general election in Britain is drawing closer. The Roman Catholic
Church has recently issued guidelines to assist church members in

evaluating the issues. Nl.AINNA has decided to take a different line and
asked three members of the Jewish community to contribute briof election

manifestos, illustrating how they see the key values which should
underpin political programmes and voting choices.

POSSIBLE

POLITICS.  `POLITICS  IS  THE
art of the possible' . But the limits
of  the  possible   are   extensible

according   to   the   willingness   of  a
society to embrace altruistic rather than
only egoistic values. Therefore we seek
as much to influence public opinion as
to propose policies. The following are
the  principles  underlying  the  policies
we  wish  to  see  implemented  as  and
when  they become  `possib]e'  because
willed by the people.

Ecology. The preservation of a hab-
itable earth for future generations must
be our highest priority.  Britain should
be in the forefront of efforts to achieve
internationally agreed programmes for
the protection of the environment and
set an example by implementing them
with the greatest possible speed.

Peace. Next to the destruction of the
environment,  the  gravest threat to the
future of humanity is posed by nuclear,
chemical  or biological  war.  Therefore
Britain  should  play  a  leading  role  in
the  prevention,  limitation  and  settle-
ment of armed conflicts, refuse to trade
in   offensive   weapons  and  generally
promote moderation and compromise.
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John D Rayner

Globalism. In the prevention of war,
supranational organizations have a key
role  to play by  facilitating  and super-
vjsjng  peace  agreements,  demanding
observance of human rights and organ-
ising economic aid to  underdeveloped
countries. We shall therefore urge Brit-
ain  to  give  unstinting  support  to  the
United  Nations,  the  Commonwealth,
the  European  Community  and  to  im-
plement without delay the UN foreign
aid target of 0.7% of GNP.

Patriotism. Internationalism, essen-
tial    in    a    global    village,    is    not
incompatible with patriotism, provided
that  the  former  observes  subsidiarity
and the latter is not chauvinistic. There
is   much   cause   for  pride   in   Britain,
which  should  be  cultivated.  Likewise
in   England,   Scotland  and   Wales,   as
well   as  urban  and  rural   districts,   so
that,    by    the    same    principle    of
subsidiarity, both devolution and local
government are to be encouraged.

Democracy. Democracy is the only

safeguard  against  totalitarianism.  But
Britain's  democratic  institutions  need
reform, if possible by inter-party con-
sensus.  More immediately,  politicians
need to restore confidence in the politi-
cal process by personal probity and by
turning  from  abusive  and  adversarial
towards  courteous  and  constructive
political debate.

Privilege. Although hereditary mon-
archy  is  not  rationally  defensible,  as
long  as  ours  remains  predominantly
beneficent,  it should be, though mod-
ernised,  affectionately  preserved.  But
with  that  exception,  hereditary  privi-
lege   is   no   longer   democratically
acceptable.  Accordingly,  membership
of the House of Lords should be based
only on merit, not parentage.

Law  and  Order.  The  first  duty of
government  is  to   maintain  law   and
order,   including  the  prevention   and
punishment of crime. This requires an
efficient  police  force,  an  independent
judiciary and a humane penal  system,
with  emphasis  on  the  protection  of
society  and  the  rehabilitation  of  of-
fenders,  decent  prison  conditions  and

Continued on next page
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resort to community service rather than
custodial sentences whenever possible.

Liberty.  The  second  duty  of gov-
ernment  is  to  protect  the  freedom  of
individuals to seek self-fulfilment with
the   least  possible   interference.   This
involves  specific  liberties  which  need
to  be   enshrined  in   a   British   Bill   of
Rights  or secured  by  incorporation  of
the  European  Convention  on  Human
Rights. But rights must be balanced by
duties  and  individual  freedom  limited
by the equal entitlement to it of others.

Social  Justice.   The  third  duty  of
government  is  to  promote  social  jus-
tice.  This  cannot  be  achieved  by  the
unrestrained   operation   of  market
forces,   which,   on  the  contrary,   en-
courages greed and creates intolerable
inequalities.   Therefore   capitalism,
while   conducive   to   competition   and
productivity, needs to be restrained by
responsible  trade  unionism  and  a  fair
redistribution of wealth.

Welfare.  Specifically,  the  duty  of
government  to  promote  social justice
includes  the  maintenance  of  a  high-
quality health service, free at the point
of delivery,  since  it  is  into]erab]e  that
the  rich  should  receive better medical
care  than  the  poor;  education  of the
highest  excellence,  free  at  all  levels,
since our national future depends on it;
the abolition ofhomelessness and, as far
as possible, of unemployment; adequate
retirement  pensions  and,  as  necessary,
communal care for the elderly.

Taxation.   Taxation   should  be   re-
garded   not  as   an   imposition  by   an
impersonal   State   but  as   the   willing
agreement  of a  society  to  ensure  that
all  its  members,  including  especially
the  weakest,  shall  enjoy conditions of
life   befitting   their   human   dignity.
Therefore  we  shall   urge  the   British
public  to   accept  whatever  levels  of
taxation  may  be  necessary  to  achieve
that end.  If that means abandoning the
dogma  of ever  rising  living  standards
for the already affluent, so be it.

Idealism. We acknowledge the need
to  build  and maintain  economic  pros-
perity    through    competition,    low
inflation  and  fiscal  prudence.  But  we
also  seek  to  promote  self-respect,  so-
cial   cohesion,   mutual   caring   and   a
morally -rather than only materially -
exemplary  society.  To  balance  these
two  aims  is  not easy.  All  the  more do
we see it as our first task to revive the
social  idealism  which  will  so  enlarge
the  limits  of the  possible  as  to  enable
us to achieve both .

RABBI JOHN D. RAYNER /.s Emer!./#s Robbj.
o.i  the   Liberal  Jewish   Synagogue,   St.  John's
Wood  and  Hon.  Life  Pi.esident  o.I. the Union  o.f
Liberal  and  Progressive  Synagogues.
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TAXES

Josh Levy

I T WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO
deal   with   every   major  political
issue in the space available, though

it is clear that there is much to discuss
on   such   subjects   as   Asylum   and
Immigration,   Education  and   Europe,
much of it from a Jewish perspective.
Instead, it is  more productive to focus
on  those  issues  which,  Europe  apart,
are likely to  dominate political  debate
in  the  run  up  to  the  general  election:
The Welfare State and Unemployment
(and  therefore,   inevitably,  taxation)
and Law and Order.

The Welfare State
It is a sad reflection on British poli-

tics  that  any  debate   on  the  state  of
Britain's  welfare  system  is  now  un-
likely to include its most pressing and
depressing  issues,  poverty  and  home-
lessness.   Instead,   debate   is   likely  to
concentrate on the Thatcherite panacea
for all Britain's ills, efficiency. Exam-

ples     of    genuine     hardship     and
inequality,  however,  suggest that it is
time   for  a   real   rejuvenation  of  our
social security system -the number of
children  living  in  households  with  an
income  of less  than  half the  national
average  has  risen  from  one  in  ten  in
1979  to  one  in  three  today.   In   1994
there  were  200,000  homeless  people
on our streets, three times as many as
jn  1979.  The  existence  and  neglect of
this  poverty  is  in  direct  contradiction
to any Jewish ideal  of human commu-
nity. When the Torah talks of the poor,
it  attaches  responsibility  to  the  whole
of society, talking not of the poor and
the needy but of `your poor'  and `your
needy'.  The  responsibility to  alleviate

poverty  is  thus  on  all  of us  and  it  is
time that we  acted on that responsibi-
lity.  Though  the  Jewish  ideal  is  that
this should happen through direct loans
from  individual  to  individual,  this  is
practically unlikely today.  Instead it is
necessary to put  significant  sums  into
our benefit  system,  starting,  perhaps,
with  the  re-establishment  of the  link
between benefits and wages.

Unemployment
Clearly,   a   more   productive,   and

more  `Jewish',  way  of reducing  pov-
erty and inequality in Britain would be
to ensure that there was work available
to  as  large  a  proportion  of the  popu-
lation as possible. This value of work,
however, is not reflected in the state of

the  British  economy.  Since   1977  full
time  employment  for  men  has  fallen
by twenty per cent.  The  reality  is  that
full  employment  will  not be  achieved
in the late twentieth century.  It should
certainly be the ideal, and this requires
a real  financial  investment in  industry
and  in  training  for  the  unemployed.
That  one   in  five   families   in   Britain
have no-one in work should be a source
of great shame to our society.

Taxation
lt is clear that these sorts  of policies

would require a sizeab]e increase in pub-
lic  spending  and  therefore  in  taxation.
However; though politically unpopular,
this  should  be  no  impediment  to  their
implementation. Furthermore, it is clear
that  the  required  revenue  should  be
raised through direct rather than indirect
taxation.  It is one of the greatest crimes
of the present administration that cuts in
income tax have been  supported by in-
creases  in  indirect taxes  such  as  VAT,
which hit those on lower incomes harder
than the wealthy.  The Conservative ar-
gument   that  tax   rises   are   immoral
because they take away the money that
people  have  earned through  their hard
work is in  stark  contrast to Jewish  eth-
ics.  According  to  the  Talmud,  to  say
`what is mine is mine, and what is yours

is yours' is the character of sodom.

Law and Order
The final  issue which  is likely to be

at the forefront of political debate in the
run up to the election is crime and pun-
ishment.   The  present   move  towards
harsher  law  and  order  policies  is  not
only morally dubious but also seems to
be  counter  productive  in  terms  of re-
offending.   As  is  happening  in   other
Europe  states,  Britain  should  be  look-
ing   to   more   progressive   forms   of
punishment than imprisonment, especi-
ally    for   juvenile    offenders.    The
emphasis  of our penal  policies  should
be  reformation   of  the  offender  and
restitution to the victim and not the de-
sire  for  retribution.  Judaism,  with  its
history of monetary restitution,  sets  an
example. This is not to say that merely

paying  financial  compensation  to  the
victim is an acceptable punishment for
serious crimes in modern society. How-
ever,   Jewish   law   does   suggest  that
instead  of  languishing  in  prison  as  a
criminal   outcast,   the   petty   criminal
should be an economically participating
member of society. The lesson for today
is clearly that there should be a focus on
community  service  programmes   and

probation, not on imprisonment.
A  simple  belief in  the  existence  of

community suggests that there is a very
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real   need  to   reconsider  our  whole
approach  to  issues   such  as  employ-
ment, criminal justice and the Welfare
State.   That  this   will   necessitate   the
raising  of revenue  through  increased
taxation  is  merely  the  price  we  will
have to pay in the pursuit of the justice
which Judaism requires I

JOSH  I:ENY   studied  PPE  at  Ox.fiord  be.fore
spending a year worklngf;or Noam, the Masorli
youth   movement.   He   is   presently  doing  .free-
lance work in the Jewish  and  secular worlds.

HEALING

Angela Germ-Bash

THE  EMPHASIS  UPON  THE
needs  of the  individual  and  the
denial  of societal  values  which

have   characterised   the   past   two
decades is inimical to the teachings of
the  Torah  and  to  the  ethical   values
which   underpin   late   20th   century
Judaism.

However,  the  philosophy  underly-
ing Angela Genn-Bash  Party policy is
set  squarely within Jewish law  as laid
down  within  Leviticus,  Isaiah,   Prov-
erbs  and  elsewhere.   It  is  the  secular
manifestation of Judaism. In their sim-

plest   forms,   both   emphasise   the
importance  of an  ordered  society  that
respects the old, aids the sick and those
unable to participate in their society as
fully or as responsibly as others. They
also  stress  the  significance  of educa-
tion,  of  /zcc7aha%,  and  of healing  the
world.

Education is a central plank of both
Jewish   teachings   and   AG-B   party
policy.

Britain is not even near the top three
jn  Europe for growth,  for investment,
for   employment,   or   for   inflation.
Today,  Britain is ranked only 35th out
of 48  in  the  world  education  league.
The number of 16-year-olds staying in
eduction  is  falling and  is  lower than  in
any other OECD country except Turkey.
•  Pre-school  education  is  vital  to  the

educational development of our chil-
dren.  The  AG-B  Party  believes  we
should  guarantee  all  four-year-olds
a nursery place.

•  Primary  school   children  are  cur-
rently being taught in  classes  of 35
and over.  The  AG-B  Party believes
that no 5- year-old should be taught
jn a class larger than 20 and that 25
should be the maximum for all other
ages.

`  Our  children  in  secondary  schools
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suffer  from  the  existence  of a  pri-
vate sector that siphons off many of
the brightest children and creates an
imbalance  within  the   state  sector.
The  AG-B  Party  would abolish the
assisted places  scheme  and charita-
ble  status  for  private  schools.  The
resultant savings in public expendi-
ture  and  lost tax  revenue  would be
used  to  fund  a  reduction  in  class
sizes,  tackle  illiteracy  and  enhance
the professional status of the teach-
ing profession.

Employment
By  enhancing  the  education  of our

children  we  enhance  their  ability  to
involve themselves effectively jn their
community and to  find  work.  A  third
of Britain's 18 year olds currently have
less than 5  GCSEs or their equivalent.
Almost 600,000 of our 18-25 year olds
- one in  six - are  now without work.
The high level of long-term, structural
unemployment within Europe is a ma-
jor  brake  on  the  region's  economic
development  and  a  drain  on  our  re-
sources.  But many of those who have
jobs work excessively long hours  and
so  compromise  their  health  and  their
relationships  with  their  families.  The
AG-B Party is committed to the proper
enforcement of the EU working hours
directive that codifies  a 48  hour week
for certain types of workers, and to:
` getting  250,000  under 25  year olds

off  benefit   and   into   work  using
money from  a windfall  levy on  the
privatised utilities;

•  offering  all   18-25  year  olds  unem-
p]oyed  for six  months  or more  day
release education or training leading
to a qualification;

• encouraging  those   in  work  to  ac-
quire  new  skills  or  update  existing
ones  by  introducing  Learn  as  you
Earn accounts: funding for a million

people.

Law and Order
The   AG-B   Party's  proposals   will

tackle   crime   and  disorder  across  all

parts of society.  It will:
• take tough action against young of-

fenders;
` refomi the Crown Prosecution Serv-

ice;
• encourage local partnership between

local authorities, police and business
to tackle crime;

`  ensure local  authorities make crime
reduction a criterion for all their de-
cisions  relating  to  planning,  design
and the urban environment.
By  increasing  the  value  of educa-

tion,   by   encouraging   a   sense   of
community,  by  showing  each  group

within  society  -  but  particularly  our
children -that we value them and their
individual  contributions,  we  create  a
climate which will allow individuals to
establish a sense of ownership and be-
longing.  In doing so we encourage the
resurrection of civic and personal pride
and permit the  re-establishment of an
ethical   environment  located   within
Mosaic law.

Foreign Policy: Israel: Middle
East Peace Process

The  AG-B   Party  is  committed  to
supporting the peace process within the
Middle  East.  To  that  end  it  will  con-
tinue   to   seek   the   creation   of  an
economic  .union   or  free   trade   area
within the region and continue to sup-
port   those   within   Israel   actively
pursuing the path of peace.

Home Affairs
The AG-B party admits the needs of

a  multi-racial,  multi-faith,  multi-cul-
tural  society and the importance of an
ordered civic community accepting its
duty to protect all of its members from
prejudice, superstition and discrimina-
tory practices.

Judaism acknowledges the value of
the arts, culture and sport in creating a
civil   society.   Their  significance   has
been  debased  within  Britain  over the
past   17  years.  AG-B  will  develop  a
strategic  vision  to  create  a  far  more
dynamic and creative approach aimed
at creating a thriving,  diverse cultural
climate combining commercial success
and public service.

The philosophical  underpinnings of
the  AG-B  party programme  speak di-
rectly  to  Jews   whose  teachings  and
traditions are set firmly upon the prin-
ciple  of insisting  on  duties  matching
rights  and  which  emphasise  fairness
and inclusion,  rather than social  indif-
ference.   By   accepting   these   basic
tenets we increase the possibility of the
proper  socialisation   of  children;   in-
crease the potential for family stability,
whatever form our families  may take;
and i ncrease the opportunity for greater
egalitarianism   within   our  society.   A
caring,    ordered,    society    and    an
economy in which opportunity is avail-
able   to   all,   where   advancement   is
through   merit  and   from   which   no
group or class is set apart or excluded:
that  is  my  aspiration  for the  UK.  My
aspiration  for the  Anglo-Jewish  com-
munity is equivalent to that .

ANGELA GENN-BASH !.s mar/.j.cd w;./A  /Arcc
children  and is  a  melnber Of Sou[hgate  &  Dis-
lricl  Reform  Synagogue.  She  is  a  specialisl  in
economic  regulation  and  curren[ly  works  for
Raillrack.



TWO YEARS IS A LONG TIME
to  be  away  from  home.   But  I
suppose  two  years  out  of  two

Julian Resnick

10

thousand should place that absence into
perspective.

In 1976 I made my firstcz/I.)/CZA, deter-
mined to  create  a  home  for  myself jn
Israel -to return to a place I felt strongly
I  had left  almost 2000  years  ago.  The

years between  my arrival  in  1976  and
my departure for London and sfe/;.cfe"f -
mission -  to the Reform Movement in
Britain were years of home building, of
putting  down  roots,  of acquiring  that
most complicated of Jewish  identities,
by becoming an Israeli. They were years
of testing the political  and social ideo-
logies  of  my  youth,  developed  jn  a
radical    Zionist   youth    movement,
against  the  background  of the  South
African apartheid society, of struggling
with  the  question  of the  nature  of my
Judaism as a personal issue as well as a

public  and,  unfortunately,  political  is-
sue.

By the time I left fors%/j.cfeztf jn  1994
I  felt  that  I  had  clarified  these  issues.
My commitment remains to the build-
ing of a progressive, democratic Israel,
devoted to peace both with our neigh-
bours  in  the  region,  first and foremost
the   Palestinians   and  within   our  own
Jewish   people,   in   Zion   and   in   the
Diaspora.

The   two   years   on    s%/z.crew/    were
dramatic  years  for  Israel  -  the  Peace
Process with all its wonderful possibili-
ties,  that  awful  moment  in  which  the
lights  of Jewish  civilization  flickered
and were  momentarily extinguished in
Tel  Aviv  on  November 4th  1995,  the
vicious    suicide    bombings    which
claimed  over  sixty  lives  during  April
1996, the tragic mistakes which cast the
long   shadow   of  Kana   over   Yom
Ha'atzmaut  and  the  dramatic  election
victory of Bibi Netanyahu and the right
over Shimon Peres and the left.

I   returned,   on   my   second    cz/;.);a%,
filled  with  so  many  emotions - hope,
expectation,  fear,  excitement,  anxiety
and,  I  must add,  a sense of loss.  I  had
spent two wonderful years with people
who celebrated plurality and diversity,
who  are  committed  to  understanding
each other, who understand that living
together means compromise, for whom
compromise  does  not  equal  weakness
but rather an ability to find the path to
just  solutions  while  maintaining  one's
own  integrity  and  rejoicing  in  one's

partner' s integrity.
Has my home changed?  Is the Israel

of September 1996 substantially differ-
ent from that of September 1994?

The  question  is  huge  and  begs  a
dramatic answer. And people give dra-

matic answers here and the times con-
tinue to be dramatic times.  One of the
answers  I  hear  over and  over again  is
that   `On   November,  4th   I   lost   my
home'.  That  phrase  echoes  over  and
over in  my  mind and this phrase liter-
ally moves me to tears -`On November
4th,  I  lost  my  home'.  To  become  an
emotional  and  ideological  refugee  in
one's  own  home  is  extremely painful.
The  drama  continues.  I  could  not  tear
myself away from my television set as I
watched over and over again the devas-
tating scenes from Gaza, Ramallah and
Joseph's Tomb.

To answer the question as to whether
Israeli society has changed, I wandered
through the streets of Jerusalem and Tel
Aviv,  looking  for  the  little  things  -
bumper stickers, the clever phrases used
in advertising new products, the posters
on  the  walls,  the  shop  windows,  the
items  on  sale.  I  listened  to  conversa-
tjons on buses, in cafes,  I watched and
heard the responses to news broadcasts.
I  counted pubs,  restaurants,  pavement
cafes, bookshops,  new cars, old cars.  I
visited the Tel Aviv central bus station
and  I  caught a bus  in  Ramle.  I  walked
through  Mea  She'arim  and  sat  in  the
courtyard of Bet Shmuel.  I  spent Erev
Rosh  Hashanah  in  a  synagogue  of the
Israel Movement for Progressive Juda-
ism and I fasted on Yom Kippur on my
kibbutz and read the Haftarah, thinking
all  the time  of how  we  have  sinned  in
our society.

Yes,  Israel  is  changing.  The  change
is  really  a  matter of degree.  Lines  are
becoming  clearer.  The  divisions  are
many and, if not immediately apparent
to the casual tourist,  are  defining. The
assassination ofYitzchak Rabin was the
watershed   moment.  The   moment  in
which the fence was shaken with such
force that most of the fence sitters fell
off. The cry after the assassination was
one  for unity.  The  reality  is  that there
cannot  be  unity  when  the  two  major
ideological paths to be trodden are on a
collision course and the gaps are wid-
ening.

One cannot be both for pluralism and
for religious fundamentalism.

One cannot hold a world view which
accommodates the  natural  rights  of all
peoples  to  national  fulfilment  and  de-
mand territorial exclusivity.

One  cannot be  both  for working  as
partners in dialogue and believe in one's
supremacy.  One cannot be for dcrrcfeez.
#oczm, the paths of pleasantness and be-
have with aggression towards all those
around you.

One  cannot take  pride  in  the  fierce
independence of the Supreme Court and
also talk of legislation to limit its pow-
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ers.  One  cannot  cheer  for  freedom  of
expression and also threaten those who
express views different from your own.

It is clear to  me that, on an ideologi-
cal   level,   Israel   is   divided  on  these
issues,  now  more than  ever and,  tragi-
cally, the division cuts the country into
two almost equal halves.

There   is   another  divide   which   is
equally, if not more, painful and that is

that the majority of Israelis do not hold
some  western  liberal   values.   What  it
does mean is that the coalition of ortho-
doxy and right wing policies could lead
us into an either/or situation. You either
accept the holiness of a piece of land or
the  holiness  of  human  life.  You  are

guided either by a 104 year old holy man
or by advisors who have studied at the
Hebrew University and Harvard.

The assassination Of Yitzchck Rabin was the watershed
moment. The moment in which the fence was shaken
with such fiorce that most Of the f;once sitters fell off:

the   divide  between  the   `haves'   and
`have  nots'.  The  economic boom  over

the last few years in Israel has led to an
ever  widening  gap  between  rich  and
poor.   The   rich   are   mainly   veteran
Israelis,  often  Ashkenazim.  The  poor
are   mainly  Arabs,   Ethiopians,   immi-

grants   from   former   Soviet   States,
Sephardim  from  development  towns.
There are, of course, exceptions to this
rule and many `haves' possess only the
right to a larger overdraft but as a rule
of thumb it applies.

The  election  of Bibi  Netanyahu  and
the strengthening of the Orthodox right
wing coalition means that western liberal
values are in danger. That does not mean

Towards  the  end  of my  sfe/;.chzt/   in
Britain I was accused of not being open
to the possibility that the election result
might in fact be a blessing jn disguise. I
am  even  more  convinced  now  than  I
was  then.  We  have  taken  a  giant  leap
backwards  -  to  borrow  and  invert  a
phrase from Mao Tse Tung -away from
peace,  away  from  economic  growth,
away from a pluralistic society.

Have  I  painted too  dark a picture of
Israel  as  it enters  1997?  It is  a realistic

picture. The question is always how we
respond to reality. Progressive Judaism
and,  I  hope,  Progressive Jews have al-
ways  prided  themselves  on  not  being
fate-accepting  but rather  activist.  pre-
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pared to work for change. Any Jew sit-
ting  long  hours  in  the  synagogue  on
Yom  Kippur  and  paging  through  the
prayers  and meditations  must come to
the following conclusion. We as human
beings have the ability to influence what
is  written,  what  is  to  be.  We  have  a
responsibility  to  our  God  and  to  our
fellow human beings not to be bystand-
ers  in  history  but  to  participate  in  the
development of history, each one of us
in our way.

History in  Israel has a habit of over-
taking publication dates ofjournals. By
the time  MAIVIVA  appears things  could
look different.

If  they  do  and  if  they  are  to  be
different in the future, it will be due to
work done by those of us who believe
in  a  democratic,  progressive,  pluralist
ls"ct.  Lo  alekha ham'lakhah ligmor,
v'lo atah ben chorin l'hibatel mimenah
-it is  not your duty to finish the work
but neither are you free to neglect it I

JULIAN RESNICK wcrs cr Shaliach /em;.ssczrj!/
to the Reform Movement from September  I 994
to September  1996. He has returned to his home
in  Israel on  Kibbutz T`zora and  is working as  a
Senior   Sta.I:i  rnernber   of  the   International
Division  Of the  Melilz  Institute  in  Jerusalem  -
an   independent  non-pro.fill   agency  using  the
methods  o.i  in`f.ormal  education  to  pursue  the
goals o.i Jewish Unity,  Partnership,  Continuity
and a  Democratic Jewish  Israel. The views ex-
pressed  in  the  article  are  personal  and  do  not
necessarily re.fleet the views  of Meli[z.

F±!.I
1997 programme now availc[ble, including

Feb 26 The Holocaust and The Healing of Memories:
Rev Jonathan Gorsky

May 6 The Trinity in Art: Christian Relations
with Jews and Hindus:

Gavin D'Costa

June  13 -  15 Jewish/Christian Dialog..Ie:
Women's Voices?

Helen Fry & Lynne Scholefield

June 20-22 Giving and Receiving:
Jackie  King Cline`  Rabbi Frank Dabba Smith

June 27-29 Part I  Jewish/Christian Summer School
June 30-4  Part 2

Rev Jonathan Gorsky, Margaret Shepherd NDS

August 4 - 8 Interfaith Summer School -
Forgiveness in the Three Faiths

Rabbi Michael Hilton, Gordian Marshall OP, Bashir Dultz
he Ammerdown Centre. Radstock, Bath, BA3 5SW

Tel: 01761433709  Fax: 01761433094
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GIVE JESUS A PLACE IN JEWISH PRAYER
RSGB's Sabbath and Daily Book -Forms of Prayer Volume  1, I.s #ofczz)/e/or I.fs
extensive study anthology. Many famous Jews from early rabbinic times to the

present are included. But one extremely famous Jew is omitted. John Davis asks us
to rectify the omission arid add some quotations from Jesus. Several authorities on

liturgy, worship cnd, Jewish/Christian relations respond.
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6Is it not tine fior Jews

to declare their pride in
a Jewish teacher who
had as much effect on
world history and
development as Moses
or Einstein?9

John Davis

THE REFORM SABBATH AND
Daily  prayer  book  contains  a
selection of wonderful thoughts

by  great  teachers,  thinkers,  prophets
and makers of history. These men and
women  have  lived  over  a  2000  year
period and include such  names as Leo
Baeck,   Karl   Marx,   Josephus,   Isaac
Luria,   Spinoza,   Kafka,   Ben  Gurion,
Henrietta Szold and Emma Lazarus.

They provide a  stimulating thought
for every mood and occasion.

Yet one Jewish maker of history is
not  included.  Joshua  or Jesus  as  he  is
more  usually  remembered  is  the  Jew
who brought Judaism  to growing mil-
lions of Gentj]es.

Although  his  followers  during  the
first  loo  years  were  nearly  all  believ-
ing   Jews,   gradually   a   separation
evolved  and  for  many  centuries  the
Jewish perception of christians was of
persecutors.  The  name  of  Jesus  was
not  mentioned  in  a  Jewish  home  and
our youngsters grew up regarding him
as  something  strange,  mysterious  and

possibly even evil.
Today,  peace  has  been  made  be-

tween   the   leaders   of  the   various
Christian   groups   and  the   different
branches  of  Judaism.   At  the  people
level,  the  Council   of  Christians  and
Jews  (CCJ) provides many opportuni-
ties   for  studying   together,   talking
together  and  friendship.   It  is  recog-
nised that there  is  not just one path to
truth but that many paths lead there.

It  does  not  require  great  genius  to
recognise  the  Christian  roots  in  Juda-
ism. Examination of christian religious
services  shows  the  links.  The  Jewish

practices  that  have  Christian  origins
are  a  little  more  difficult to find -but
they are there.

Is  it  not  time  for  Jews  to  declare
their pride in a Jewish teacher who had
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as  much  effect  on  world  history  and
development as Moses or Einstein?

By adding one or two inspired say-
ings of Joshua/Jesus to our liturgy, we
would remove the mystery and extend
the hand of friendship and love.

We would do something else of great
importance. At present our youngsters
are exposed to the under-cover activi-
ties  of the  Jews  for  Jesus  or  of  the
Moonies -where in the USA, 50% are
former Jews,  including  the  leader.  So
often, the first reaction is "Why do we
never refer to him at home, in our reli-
gious  teaching  or  in  our  lives?   Is  it
because we are afraid that Christianity
may have superseded Judaism?"

The   vast   majority   of  believing
Christians would never attempt a "con-
version  job".   They   have  too   much
respect for the Judaism that gave birth
to  their own  religion  and  they  recog-
nise  that  a  son  does   not  attempt  to
convert his father.

Pride  rather than  fear is  the  appro-
priate emotion.

Judaism has evolved over the centu-
ries   and   this   change   may   appear
enormous.  Yet,  once the step is taken,
Judaism  will  have  been  strengthened
and Jewish/Christian relationships will
have taken a step forward.

No particular saying is suggested at
this   stage.  There   are  many  suitable.
One hurdle at a time I

JOHN   M.   DAVIS  /.s  cz  rc//.red  c7e#/o/  Jrcrder
and life-long member Of the Re`fiorln Movement.
He  lives  in  North  Wes[  London.

MISCHIEVOUS

Nicola Feuchtwang
`Ben  Zoma  says  "Who  is  wise?   (The

person who)  learns from  everyone"  '
(Avot 4, I )

Tla:SceFo:nf::ea:cu::,oM#V::n:d:,Th,:
rabbis in its  Sj.ddwr and,  as the liturgy
has  developed,  non-Jews  also  feature
in the  wskyz.zz.r or Sukkot guests  study
material  o[  the    Machzor  l'Shalosh
R 'gr/;.in,  Pilgrim festival prayer book.
So why  not Jesus?  The question is le-

gitimate but potentially mischievous.
Our perennial detractors would gloat

over  another  blot  in  our  copybook.
Congregants  who  raised  eyebrows  at
the inclusion of Marx and Freud in the
Sz.c7dc/r, let alone Saint Teresa, Lao Tzu

and others in the festival A4czcfezor, will
surely drop thejrjaws if we  did quote
Jesus.  As  for  the  young  and  not  so
young  who  are  confused  or  caught
between cultures, I fear that following
Mr Davis' suggestion would cause not
pride but further confusion and would
provide validation and further ammu-
nition   for  those   who   profit   from
confusing  them.   But,   I  would  argue
that   these   considerations   must   be
secondary to our integrity of purpose -
if the words and ideas belong, we will
deal somehow with the repercussions.

As  I  understand it,  the criterion for
inclusion in the study anthology is wis-
dom,     succinctly     expressed     and
pertinent.  There  is  no  claim  to  com-
pleteness.  Therefore.,  to  my  thinking,
the idea or the words should take prec-
edence  over  the  author:   if  there  are
words  which  uniquely  encapsulate  a
Jewish dilemma, philosophy, or human
situation  and  which  happen  to  have
been formulated by Jesus, then yes, in
principle,  I  suppose  they  should  fea-
ture  in a  short list for inclusion  in  the
next edition of the S!.ddt/r.

Yet  my  reading  of Christian  scrip-
tures finds much that is paraphrase or
misquotation of 7"#czcrfe -The Hebrew
Bible  -  and  much  that  has  been  dis-
torted or taken out of context in the last
two millennia but little that would en-
hance our prayer books for me.

I once took part in a discussion about
non-Jewish or otherwise controversial
speakers in the synagogue. We felt that
while we wished to hear and learn from
many  traditions,   the  pulpit  during  a
service is the preserve of rorczfe. There
are other times and places for hearing
other wisdom.  If Jesus were to satisfy
the entry criteria to the Sj.ddwr, I might
find him  less indigestible in the  study
anthology than among the prayers.

Perhaps another aspect of `context'
could also  help to  resolve this issue.  I
have  often  been  frustrated  by  quota-
tions  in  our  liturgy,  wanting  to  read
more, to know not only who wrote the
words but why, in what situation? The
Festival A4czcfezor improves on the Sz.d-
d#r  a   little  in  this   matter,   offering
`chapter and verse' at least for biblical

and  talmudic  sources.  If and  when  I
stumble over the founder of Christian-
ity in my Jewish prayer book, I would
ask that he be  firmly juxtaposed with
Baeck    or   Akiva    and    accurately
referenced.

DR  NICOLA  FEUCHTWANG  I.s  c}  Comm!f-
nity   Paediatrician   who   has   been   actively
involved in studying worshipping, teaching and
commit[eeing  a[   `Alylh'   since  her  youth.   Sl.e
chairs  RSGB 's  Publications  Committee.

.     Continued on next page
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DISTURBING

Andrew Goldstein

T HE LIBERAL JEVISH LITURGY
has   always    included   in   its
creative  sections  passages  from

non-Jewish writers. I think our rule has
been that we include them if they are
so inspiring and speak a truth or create
a  mood  no  Jewish  passages  we  have
yet  discovered  can  equal.  A  further
rider is that the author must in no way
offend  Jewish  sensibilities.   Passages
by T.S.  Eliot and Nietzche,  suggested
for Siddur Lev Chadash, come to mind..
the   sentiments   were   fine   but   the
authors' credential s were i nappropriate
for a Jewish prayer book.

So what about Jesus? I will certainly
quote his actions or words in a sermon
but do not think the time is right for a
direct quote  from  the New Testament
in  our  prayer  book.  Partly  it's  a  gut
reaction; partly for the reasons above:
equally   inspiring  prayers   could  be
found from the rabbis of the time; and
because Christianity still carries with it
too much hurt from the past. The ways
of working of "Jews for Jesus" are of-
fensive  to  me.   I   still  face  Christian
anti-semitism, especially in Europe and

the pleasant words of Jesus in the New
Testament  are  surrounded  by  senti-
ments that can be offensive.

Let us talk about Jesus, teach an un-
derstanding   of  Christianity   in   our
religion schools, work with Christians
in the pursuit of peace and understand-
ing.  But little I feel would be achieved
by  a  token  reference  to  Jesus  in  our
siddi/r, yet I know for sure that such a
reference  would  deeply  disturb  many
Jews I

RABBI ANDREW GOLDSTEIN ;.s co-cd!.for
Of the  new  ULPS  High  Holyday  Machzor  now
in preparation and is  rabbi  o.f Nortlrvood  and
Pinner  Liberal  Synagogue.

UNIQUE

Michael Hilton
THE   PAST,   JUDAISM   HAS

|i3:°roefdfi:::rsie§;noc:s:a;1:stjbmeeesa
silence. John Davis argues that we must
be silent no longer. Jesus was a Jew and
many  of his  wonderful  sayings  could
enrich a Jewish service. They co2j/d en-
rich  it  but   sfeow/d  they?  There   are
powerful folk memories which, to this
day,  make many Jews afraid of Chris-

I

tian sayings or symbols. We remember
the  Spanish  Inquisition  and  the  many
Jews  who  died in  the  name  of Christ.
These fears cannot easily be overcome.

There  are  other  reasons  too,   for
avoiding  quotations  from  Jesus  in  a
Jewish act of worship. These other rea-
sons have nothing to  do  with fear and
nothing to do with the intrinsic value of
Jesus'  sayings.  To  put  it  simply,  rab-
binic   Judaism   and  Christianity   are
uniquely close faiths, which developed
as different responses to one scenario -
the destruction brought about by a cruel
Roman mle in ancient Palestine. Chris-
tianity     was    born     in     a     Jewish
environment:  the  first  Christians  kept
Jewish practices, still followed by some
Christian  groups  today.  Not  all  Chris-
tians  believe  that  Jesus  was  divine.  It
therefore  only  needs  quotations  from
Jesus  in  a  Jewish  service  to  turn  that
service into a Christian act of worship.

Unless  we  wish  to  merge  our  two
great  faiths,  we  must  continue  to  fol-
low each our own unique path, parallel
but   never   meeting.   We   therefore
should not include sayings from Jesus
in Jewish worship .

RABBI   DR.   MICHAEL   HILTON   /.s   /Ae
¢wfAo/ o/The  Christian  Effect on  Jewish  Life
(SCM,1994) and rabbi Of Menorah Synagogue,
Cheshire.

I {flM€, I  SuJ€lI€h€D
hND uns SIL€NC€D OV SP€CTRUM

SOME  TIME  AGO,   I   WROTE
with   deep   feeling   about   the
problems  that  speakers  experi-

ence in fulfilling their engagements.
During the intervening years, I have,

imperceptibly  and   without  volition,
changed   my   role   from   invitee   to
inviter.   I  have  become  an  organiser
and  I  dare  not  look  at  my  erstwhile
words  of wisdom  for  fear  that  they
stick in my gullet.

As a doctor, I must confess that I'm
not  absolutely  sure  of the  anatomical
position  of the aforementioned gullet.
But childhood memories are of old and
venerable aunts - I  think it was aunts
rather than uncles but I may be wrong
-  who  forever  complained  of words

getting  stuck   in  that  part  of  their
anatomy.  By  some  primeval  empathy
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Wendy Greengross

across the generations  I  am sure that I
know exactly how they felt.

This  one particular event,  which at
the  moment  seems  etched  into   my
memory forever but which will  inevi-
tably  be  dislodged  in  due  course  by
other equally bizarre experiences, was
being  organised  by  Community  Out-
reach.

Community Outreach is a miscella-
neous  collection  of trained  therapists
from  a wide  range of disciphnes who
are all committed to donating time and
energy to the  Jewish  community.  We
know  that  many  life  events  which
should bring pleasure often bring pain

and great unhappiness. We believe that
everyone   can   change   something   in
their  lives  if they  want  to  but  that  it
sometimes needs the help of others in
the same situation and the guidance of
a   group   facilitator  to   muster  the
strength to make it happen.

But back to  my  story.  Let  me  start
fairly gently, so I can build up in steps,
similar  to  the  steps  that  I  myself as-
cended  on  that  final  or  almost  final
day.

You know about speakers who don't
turn up or phone just as the baby gets
spots,  the  microwave  blows,  or  the
cleaner  fails  to  arrive,  to  say  that  ...
their babies have got spots, the micro-
wave is on the blink and their cleaner
hasn't arrived.

You know, too,  I'm sure, about au-
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diences  that  don't turn  up.  We've  all
been through the embarrassment of re-
plying  to  speakers  who   apparently
innocently ask "How many do you ex-
pect?" We probably grab a number out
of the  air,  offering  twenty  or  thirty,
wondering if it will  matter if fifty ap-
pear, which is a bit unlikely, or hoping
that as there are seven or eight commit-
tee  members,  we  ought  to  be  able  to
make it up to fifteen with any luck.

Are  you  honest  and  say  "We  get a
good turn-out if we get a  really good
speaker", or brutally frank with "Well,
we were really scraping the bottom of
the barrel when we invited you and the
title  you  chose  is  hardly  likely  to  set
the world on fire. Is it?" Do you apolo-
gise   for  the   small   audience,   that
eventually  arrives,   late  of  course?   I
don't  have  to  ask  whether  you  feel
guilty -we all do -we're Jewish aren't
we?

We have just been organisjng some-
thing   rear//)/  special  that  people  will
rear//)/ be interested in. We know we're
right, because /ors of people have said
"That's  a  recz//)/  good  idea  -  I  know

someone   who   will    reo//)/  want  to
come."

Isn't   it   extraordinary   how   hope
springs  eternal   and  how  individuals
who in other. respects are adult, intelli-
gent       and       objective,       become
glassy-eyed optimists at the thought of
organising an exciting seminar. We re-
member the good times. Inter-marriage
seminars regularly attract a hundred or
more  participants  and  on  one  famous
occasion, a seminar for singles suffered
an  `embarrasse de richesses'  with two
hundred  enthusiasts  clamouring  to be
let in. On the other hand, we arranged a
seminar in Manchester when that city
hosted  the  first  European  Cup  match
outside  London  and became  ensnared
in  the   Lord  Mayor's  annual  parade.
Our rabbi driver displayed remarkable
patience   as  our  ten   minute  journey
stretched  to  nearly  an  hour.  You  can
guess  how  large  that  audience  turned
out to be.

This   particular   seminar   seemed
dogged by bad luck from the start. We
thought we'd  manage with  half a  day
and  then  realised  we  needed  longer.
Not  to  worry  -  "We'Il  work  through
lunchtime,"  we  said  and  sent  off the
information  to  various  organisations
and  newspapers,  forgetting  to  change
the  price.  Two  pounds fifty for lunch
and  coffee  was  a  bargain.   But  how
would we know how many to cater for
and  could  we  afford  to  buy  kosher
filled  rolls  at  f I .20  each  if we  didn't
know how many people were coming?
We   should  have  had  some  idea  but
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another problem arose. The telephone
answerer,  whose  number  was  on  the
poster, went away on holiday ten days
before the event and left no-one else to
be responsible for taking enquiries and
a  list  that  I  know  once  existed  disap-
peared   mysteriously   into   its   own
private Bermuda Triangle.

We thought at least someone would
help us in providing tea or coffee.  That
was also  a pipe-dream.  So  we did our
own shopping and made our own sand-
wiches and said `thank you very much
indeed' for the only assistance we were
offered - an urn of boiling water.  We
were  afraid  to  tempt  providence  and
ask  for  more  in  case  we  arrived  and
found  that  the  electricity  supply  had
failed.

But there was a smidgen of hope on
the horizon. Spectrum Radio had asked
for an in-depth interview on the Thurs-
day  before  the  event.  A  nice  young
man called Dan had wanted to hear all
about  the  seminar,  which  he  thought
was rear//}; interesting. "Of course," we
said, "we'd love to." But even that had
problems. Spectrum is no longer costly
tucked into the bosom of Brent Cross.

It has moved to the Astoria Theatre in
Charing Cross Road. But it is opposite
Tottenham Court Road Station, which
is very easy for Golders Green.

Of course, you know what happened
on the day. Yes, a tube strike and it was
one of the hottest days of the year and,
yes,  when  I  finally got to the  derelict
theatre, I walked for ever up and down
decrepit flights of stairs. Only after an
eternity did I make it to a door marked
Spectrum.  But I am an organiser, so I
shouldn't  have  expected things  to  go
right.  They  had  no  idea  who  I   was
when I got there. Dan had, apparently,
left  in  a  huff with  his  diary  and  they
weren't expecting me and there was no
way in which they could or would fit
me in. They had the air of people who
were very busy with no time to waste,
while I obviously had the air of a rather
eccentric  old  woman,  who  enjoyed
travem ng around strike-bound London
in a heatwave. They thought they might
be   able  to  manage  tomorrow  and
seemed surprised that I had something
else to do. So I came home.

So why do I and thousands of others
continue  to  put  ourselves  into  these
problem  situations?  I  suppose  I  have
an innate belief in the  value of group
work.  I  believe that it js helpful to be
with others in similar circumstances to
ourselves and be able to listen to strat-
egies that may or may not have helped
them. During the worst times, it is easy
to  feel  helpless,  not knowing  what to
do  next  and  the  possibility  that  there
may be something else to try can pro-
vide  a  glimmer  of hope  when  things
seem to be at their bleakest.  It is reas-
suring  to  be  with   `ordinary  peop]e'
who admit to things that we are some-
times  too  ashamed  to  acknowledge
even to ourselves and to realjse that we
are  not alone in our problem and jt is
comforting to be able to share the pain
with  others  who  are  willing  to  listen
and empathise, because they have been
to the darkest places themselves.

Also, the other members of the Com-
munity  Outreach  Team  are  a  lovely
lot.  Endlessly patient,  supportive,  ac-
cepting and fun. The price of that sort
of friendship can't be too high.

There  is  a  PS  -  The  seminar  was
fi ne. The speaker turned up -(it was I).
The  sandwiches  were  great  and  the
participants  found  it  was  worth  com-
ing to. What more could anyone really
want I

DR  WENDY  GRFENGROSS  was.  born  ;.n
London  in  1925.  Her  distinguished  career  has
encompassed  the  roles  a.i medical practitioner,
medical  consultant  to  the  National  Marriage
Guidance   Council,   lecturer   af. Leo   Baeck
College, broadcaster, author. wife and mother.
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mother  when  I  was  born  in  Airthrey
Castle,  Stirlingshire  as  Germany  was
attacking the Soviet Union. The answer
was   Jaegers   the   Tailors   who   had
evacuated    factory,    workers    and
families  from  London  to  Alloa.  How
that little village coped with the influx
of East  End  Jews,  most  of them  my
mz.sfepocfea -relatives -remains to be
chronicled.  Enough  to  recall  that  my
eleven-year-old  aunt  left  school  each

16

day to the  singing  of the chorus  from
`There is a tavern in the Town', which

went  `A  Jew,  a  Jew,  kind  friends,  a
Jew, a Jew, a Jew...'

When my father returned from over-
seas  service,  in  the  Isle  of Wight,  he
ventured  off  to   Glasgow  to  find  a
#?o%c/. The elderly, bearded gentleman

got out of the train in rural Alloa at the
foot of the Ochil hills,  breathed deeply
and said,  `Oy,  a wocfeo};cz. '

I 've made cr/j.);crfe to Airthrey Castle.
It's no more than a large granite coun-
try  house,  now part  of the  University
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of  Stirling   campus.   I've   always   felt
Scottish by persuasion and that's prob-
ably  why  I  warm  to  Billy  Connolly,
Rab  C.   Nesbitt  and,  apart  from  his
homophobia, Chaim Bermant.

A  return  to  Stamford  Hill  in  1945
was  no culture shock for an adaptable
four-year-old.  My  parents  had  prob-
lems  adjusting  to  a  child  delighted to
find exciting bomb-damage to play in,
rather than boring fields. Those of you
who know what a North  London Jew-
ish  accent sounds like  will  know  how
entertaining my Scottish accent was to
the locals.

A Jewish education at Egerton Road
United  Synagogue  was  the  n`orm  for
the time and the place. The headmaster
was the ageing Mr Solomons, who had
been  my  father's  headmaster  in  the
East  End  twenty-five  years  earlier.  A
devout man but an old-school  mz.#fec!g
4ng/;.cz devotee, he had a polished Eng-
lish accent, a public school demeanour
and a habit of reprimanding backslid-
ers with, `You're a blaggard, Sir! ' . One
djdn't have to go to  `Cfej.der' however

support  during  the  `Jacobs  affair'.  It
doesn't surprise me. When I was to be
barmitzvah, my Father said to shammes
Kasser,  `1 want to speak to the Rabbi.
Do  I  call  him   `Rabbi'  or  `Doctor'?'
Kasser said, `Rebbe -  a doktor versteht
a krank! ' `You call him rabbi -doctors
are about jllness'.

So   at  the   time   I   married  into   a
Reform  family  I  was  a  typical  non-
observant Jew, whose contact with his
synagogue was an occasional return to
the  choir-loft  to  hum  along  and  talk
through  the  prayers  with  old  friends.
Rabbi  Dr  Arthur  Katz  married  us  at
West London -Hendon was being re-
built.   At  first  Reform   was  a  right
turn-off.  I  had a snotty belief that  I'd
moved down-market and alarmed con-
gregants at Hendon by joining in With
the  choir,  rather than listening enrap-
tured. I don't know how they felt about
my  singing  the   beracfeof  before  and
after the  I/a/IforaA  on  Rosh  Hashanah
but  I  never got another  a/z.)/c!fe.  While
we  went  to  shul  regularly,  there  was
still no commitment to the community.

6When I was to be barmitavah, ny father said to
shanmes Kasser, `1 want to speak to the Rabbi.
Do I call him `Rabbi' or `Doctor'? ' Kasser said,
`Rebbe -  a dokeor versteht a krank! ' `You call him

rabbi - doctors are about illness9 .

-   {t   wa,s   .chider',    `bigels'    a,nd
`mesfez.ggcz ' in our world, we only heard

o£  `cheder',  `bagels'   and  `meshugga'
later on -to be a Jew. 0ldhill St. School
was 98% Jewish.  We closed for all the
yczm;.in  roy;.in and shut early for Sfeczb-
bcr/. My teacher was the wonderful, tiny,
Irish  Catholic  Miss  Neligan  who  trav-
elled every day  from  Mill  Hill  only to
have to take part in assemblies in which
prayers to Jesus were strictly taboo. She
was a dedicated genius who saw virtu-
ally   100%  of  her  pupils  through  to
Grammar  School   and  she  wielded  a
mighty slap on the thigh. I kept in touch
with  her  until  her  death  in  Nazareth
House, a Catholic home not a mile from
the Sternberg Centre in Finchley. Now
is that a clever link or what?

My education at  Egerton  Road was
conducted in part by the revered Rabbi
Dr Lehrman, a tolerant Orthodox Jew,
who looked the other way when he saw
us get off the bus as he was walking to
shul  for A4o/zej. Slfecrbbof.  His tolerance
extended to saying in a sermon, much
to the wrath of some,  `If you can't do
everything,  do  something.'  Rabbi  Dr
Louts  Jacobs  also  talks  of Lehrman's
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That came in Bushey.
We have a prayer in oursJ.ddc/r about

`...those   who  build   synagogues   and

those  who  come  to  pray  in  them.'  If
you.ve been part of a new community,
you'll   know  that  most  pioneers   do
both,  for reasons of good ideology or
guilt.  Either will  do -  it gets  congre-
gations off the ground. It was there, via
the  urgings  of  Rolfe  Roseman  and
David de  Lange, the most spiritual  of
lay leaders, that I learnt to take services
and play a part in the establishment of
a thriving community now celebrating
its Silver Jubilee. I eventually followed
both  Rolfe  and  David  as  Chairman.
When  I  met  Rabbi  Dow  Marmur  at
Rabbi   Colin   Eimer's  house,   he   re-
marked   of  me,   `Hmm,   at   last   a
Chairman who isn't a rabbi ! ' '

Colin   and   Rabbi   Sammy   Pereira
were  early  inspirations   in  thinking
about  one's  Judaism  and  recognising
the  truth  of our  claim  to  meld  tradi-
tional    roots    and    dialogue    with
modernity. The community was com-
mitted  to  complete  equality  from  the
start but Rabbis Barbara Borts and Al-
exandra   Wright,   challenging   and

dynamic  thinkers,  as  different as  two
woman  rabbis  could  be,  brought  en-
lightenment  about  women's  rights  in
prayer.  Long  as  I  do  for that Egerton     .
Road choir loft,  I could no more con-
template a form of worship where my    ..,``.
wife  and  daughter  are  afterthoughts, `
than  I  could  imagine  giving  up  Star
Trek.   My  daughter  was    bcz/mz./zvcz¢
alongside  her twin  brother  as  he  was
bczrmj./zi;czfe -anything less would have
been  shortchanging  her.   Indeed  my
wife  remembers  the  look  in  her  eyes
the first time she saw a woman cany-
ing a scroll. We also remember her at
ten  saying  at  a  community   Seder,.
`Mummy, Barbara wants some Kirrets
- what does she mean?'  Rabbi  Borts'
California  accent  had  yet  to  get  its
tongue round `carrots'.

And so to  Sternberg.  Having given
up  the  luxury  of  lunch  at  Michael
House,  I  find myself with  cheese and
crackers at my desk in  Manor House.
Instead  of  promoting  and  protecting
the Marks family,` I'm attempting to do
likewise  for the  Reform  family.  That
`Tony'   was  the  fifth  most  reported

name in the JC's news pages last year
alright, behind Jonathan -but there are
several of them and Shmuley -there's
only one  of  him!  suggests  that  we're
getting there.

The struggle to keep the Progressive
end up  is  constant.  We  have  to  resist
the  wish  of many of our members  to
ingratiate themselves with orthodoxy -
a vain hope. At the same time we must
not fall into the trap of saying, as oth-
ers may do,  that we have a monopoly
on the truth. We have to recognise the
wish  of  many  for  fixed  guidelines,
while  explaining  to  them  that  such
guidelines, if set jn earlier days, might
well have excluded some of the rights
and  rites  they  now  value  as  a  part  of
their Jewish practice. We have to resist
any  backsliding  from  our  belief that
any and every Jew who wants to be a
part of us  can  so be.  Rabbi  Elizabeth
Sarah  coined  the  phrase   `An  Open
Door to Jewish Life' for The Stemberg
Centre.   When   someone   writes  the
Golden  Jubilee  history  of my  shul  jn
25  years'  time -  I  hope  to  be  around
but  it  won't be  me -  I  pray  that  our
doors will still be as open as they have
been in the past quarter century. Then
it'll   be   my   turn   to   say      `0);,    c[
machaya! ' 1

BARRY  HYMAN  j.s PR  co#sw/fcI#/ /a  JisGB.
He was i;ormerly in charge Of Media Relations,
PR.  Cominunity  Afflairs  and  Archive  at  Marks
and Spencer where he worked .i;or 35 years. He
is  a   member  Of`  Radlett  and   Bushey   Roform
Synagogue  and has wiritten  their  Silver Jubilee
At.s/ory,  `Young  in  Herts'.
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COMPLETING THE
WORK OF CREATION:

REFLECTIONS ON
JEWISH CULTURAL
DISTINCTIVENESS

Tony Hammond
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mandment which prohibits the making
of images representing anything in, on
or below the earth. In Exodus Chapter
32, in a richly dramatic  narrative, we
see Aaron responding to the idolatrous
yearnings of Israel, suddenly bereft of
the sight of Moses. "We know not what
is  become  of him,"  they  say.  He  in-
structs the people in the creation of the
molten  calf.  Bearing  the  tablets  on
which  the  second  commandment  is
inscribed  and  the  writing  was  the
writing of God, no less, Moses comes
upon the people. Their voices singing
js th? first indication that something is
afoot.  Then they are seen dancing.  In
that  selfsame  moment  the  calf is  in
view.  Anger rises  hot  in  Moses.  The
tablets  inscribed by  God  Himself are

first cast down and then broken. Next
the  calf is  burned,  pounded  to  dust,
mixed with water and the people  are
given it to drink.

And what is this, if not a vivid repre-
sentation  in  narrative?  What  kind  of
image is this image  of destruction  of
images? It is, of course, first and fore-
most  a  mental  image,  rather  than  a
visual image. Moreover it is an image
designed to instruct and to  embody a
teaching  which  is  directly  concerned
with how we should live. The scene is
vividly  painted,  dramatic,  dynamic,
tense, throwing the action of Moses no
less  than  Aaron  into  a  critical  light:
what  was  Aaron  doing  aiding  and
abetting the idolatry? What was Moses
doing destroying the tablets inscribed
by the Holy One? But this remarkable
scene  does  not  continue  to  be  read
today,  as  it  has  been  for  countless
s'%obb¢fof and to be studied by count-
less  Jews  and  Gentiles  as  it  has  for
hundreds   of  years,   because   it  is
aesthetically  pleasing, because  it  is
great art, which it, of course, also is. It
continues  to  be  read  because  it  is
embedded in a test which has been the
source-text,theblueprintforliving,for
generations ofpeople and has provided
the  organising  principles  of  whole
nations and eras of civilisation.

Growing out from the  core text  of
the Torah, of which this episode is but
one constituent part, is a whole further
literature of the Bible - Prophets and
Writings.  And,  in a reciprocally con-
firming    relationship    to    it    and
"recording" the Oral Tradition,  arises

the  whole  of  rabbinic  literature  -
Mishnah,  Gemara,  Midrash,  Codes,
Responses, Commentaries -a massive
and inspired endeavour which is surely
the` single  cultural  creation  which  is,
unequivocally, distinctly Jewish. It is a
massive body of literature  fashioning
for close on two thousand years, since
the  destruction  of  the  Temple,  the
distinctiveness  and  indeed  the  very
identity of the Jewish people. But note
-  it  emphatically  does  not  simply
describe  that people,  nor  record  its
history:  it  actually  fashions  the  way
Jews lived as distinct from the way the
nations lived, among whom they dwelt.

We may recall Abba mllel Silver's
formulation ofthjs cultural disti nctive-
ness:

In   some   of  the   fields   of  human
endeavour,  the  arts  and  sciences,  did
the  people  of Israel  express  itself as
uniquely,  as  creatively  and  momen-
tously as in the realm of the moral and
the spiritual.
And that moral and spiritual creat].v-



ity was the product of a special, pro-
longed  attention  to  the  Torah,   a
scripture,  a text,  whose every nuance
was held to be  filled with moral  and
spiritual  significance  and  capable  of
revealing all that was needed to live a
life  according  to  the  will  of God,  to
achieve perfect human life, by which
is meant, of course, "perfectly human",
"attaining what we  should-be,  being

human".  Jewish  cultural  distinctive-
ness,  then,   seems  to  reside  in  an
emphasis  on  the  moral  over the  aes-
thetic and on fulfilling the will of God
over pure science or knowledge for its
own sake.

While we might sensibly claim that
scriptural and rabbihic literature is the
single  cultural  creation  which  is  un-
equivocally and distinctly Jewish, there
was of course another quite distinctly
Jewish  cultural  creation:  the  Temple
and Temple service. In the chapter fol-
lowing the episode of the Golden Calf,
the   craftsmanship   of  Bezale]   and
Oholiab  is  described.  Moreover  we
find  there  descriptions  of the  rather
mysterious  Cherubim,  with  human
faces,  appointed  for the  Ark.  Clearly
there is to be a place for the plastic arts
and,  with  special  reference to the  re-
quirement  of  Cherubim  with  their
wings and their faces, a sanctification,
so  to  speak,  of  a  statuary  which  is
clearly  not  to  be  understood  as  the
same  thing  as  graven  images,  which
are  representations  of nature,  condu-
cive  to  idolatrous  worship.  But  the
creation  is  the  Ark:  the  Cherubim
serve only to decorate the Ark, to make
jt complete. While the Ark and after it
the Temple do not represent anything
-  do  not,  in  themselves  add  to  the
"story" of lsrael's covenant with God,

the "story", the significance of Ai.k and
Temple  being  conveyed  through  the
sacred literature and the oral tradition,
they nevertheless are  a  requirement.
They complete the world. The Temple
is  an  essential,  divinely  commanded
contribution  to  the  creation  of  the
world. It is that which it was left to the
Jews to make with their hands in order
to complete the divine plan. We notice
too  how  much  wisdom  and  inspira-
tional  qualities  of the  craftsmen  are
emphasised: "Them hath he filled with
wisdom  of heart..." As in the  case of
the literary tradition, the work is not in
the' service  of a purely aesthetic ideal
but rather an expression of moral and
spiritual  qualities,  an  integral  part of
the artistry of living.

Historically  the  tradition  which
evolves  in  Judaism  in  respect  of the
visual arts can be broadly summarised

as  being  not  so  much  consistently
negative as ambivalent. To appreciate
the degree of variance in the tradition,
it  is  worth  considering  that,  while
resistance to the erection of a statue to
Alexander  in  Jerusalem  led  to  his
monument being raised in the Hebrew
language  instead  (by  making  Alex-
ander  a  "Hebrew"  boy's  name),  in
37CE  Caligula's  statue was placed in
the Temple and there was no  opposi-
tion  to  the  patriotic  display  of the
statues  of rulers  in  Babylonian  syna-
gogues!

Undoubtedly standards of Jewish lit-
eracy  made  figurative  art  largely
unnecessary as a means of instruction,
in marked contrast to the function  of
much   figurative   Christian   art   in
Europe. The same is probably true in
the case of drama, which in the medi-
eval   Christian  world  was   almost
exclusively  instructional   however
popularised.  Dramatic qualities are to
be found,  of course,  in Jewish litera-
ture,  most  strikingly  in  the  book  of
Job,  as  well  as  in   pz.)rywf  (liturgical
poetry)andthelaterpolemicalverseof
an Abraham lbn Ezra. But these quali-
ties  do  not develop into  a full theatre
tradition.  Moreover  Job  is  closer  to
Greek philosophical dialogues, such as
those of Plato, than to Greek tragedy.
Moreover  the  specifically  Jewish
dialogue or dramatic form is arguably
to be found in the "voices" of the rabbis
recorded jn their discussions, decisions
and disagreements in the Talmud,  re-
enacted in the Yeshivah or study house
as Jews recite the words of the rabbis
and then, with their study partners - to
develop  the  theatrical  analogy  -  im-
provise their dialogues  with the text.
There  is  a  sense  in  which  we  can
understand  much  of   the  process  of
Talmudic study as a kind of dramatic
performance-albeitdifferent,distinct,
uniquely  Jewish  perhaps  -  with  dia-
1ogues  improvised  to  expound  and
develop  the  recorded  debates  of the
sages.  Certainly the aggadic  elements
of the Talmud and the midrashic litera-
ture take on distinct literary forms for
the most part not found in non-Jewish
literature  and  are  a  further  fomi  of
creative  dialogue with the  Scriptures.
But we have returned inevitably to text,
to literature.

Another form of creative expression
which is freer even than literature from
representation and so  even less likely
than the mental images created by lit-
erature to stray into the jurisdiction of
the  second  commandment,  is  music.
We are aware of the use of music in the
Temple services, of the Psalms them-

selves and of the Song of Songs. Music
is clearly intimately linked to the liter-
ary  tradition  and  to  the  devotional
wordsoftheliturgy-prayerandpraise
and  even  the  public  readings  of the
Torah are  still  embellished by inusic.
But is music another form of decora-
tion in traditional Jewish thought? Is it
another  embellishing  "implement"
used in Temple services, or does it take
on a more truly artistic cultural value?
Is it held to convey something unique,
beyond the  significance  of the words
or  ritual  it  accompanies?  Like  their
Gentile neighbours in the Islamic and
Christian worlds, medieval Jewry un-
derstood  music  to  serve  three  main
purposes: educational, therapeutic and
ecstatic.  Music  was,  alongside  math-
ematics,   physics   and   astronomy,
regarded as an essential ingredient of
education.  Music was held to exist in
the world of natural phenomena and so
a study Qf music was regarded,like the
study of physics, mathematics and as-
tronomy,   to   be    essential    to    an
understanding  of creation  and  so  of
God's providence. It was a subject of
intellectual  inquiry.  Its  performance,
however,  was  regarded  as  virtually  a
branch  of medicine,  since  music  was
felt to have curative, restorative prop-
erties,   or,   if  misused,   upsetting,
deranging properties.

Now it is worth bearing in mind that
in  the  medieval  period philosophical
theology, in which Jews were engaged
often in rather similar ways to those of
their  Gentile  neighbours,  tended  to
value  spiritual  integrity  and  intellec-
tual perfection over the expression of
religious  values  in  positive  action.
Adz./zvof,  that  is,  tended  to  be  held  to
serve  the  purpose  of  enhancing  the
spiritual integrity and intellectual per-
fection of the doer, rather than to have
some  concrete  effect on the  so.cial  or
physical  world.  Music  was  valued,
consequently,  for  its  mystical  and
ecstatic  qualities,  for  its  function  in
creating a mystical state of enlighten-
ment in the  soul.  From the  lst to the
8th centuries CE in the writings of the
Heilchalot  or   MerJchavah,  rrNIsjlc  wt+s
an  essential part of the technical  tor-
minology      describing      mystical
progress. By the singing of particular
hymns and songs one who beholds the
A4erkfe¢i;czfe     (Ezekiel's     visionary
chariot)  travels  from  one  heavenly
chamber to another until reaching the
Throne  of Glory.  In the  13th  century
CE, music returns as one of the central
mystical  techniques  of the  so-called
"prophetic    kobbcrJczfe"   of  Abraham

Abulafia.  We  should  consider  that



Shlomo Alkabetz's Lecfe¢ Dodz. along
with  Moses   Cordova's   and  Isaac
Luria's Sabbath hymns were believed
to  hold  what  we  might  almost  call
divine magical powers in drawing the
individual into the divine presence.

In marked contrast to the visual and
plastic  arts,  then,  for which  no  such
claims are made, music is clearly felt
to be, jn certain influential quarters of
Jewish life at least, much more than a
pleasant, decorative embellishment of
the service.  It is held to be more even
than the praise of God. It is believed to
hold  a  transformin`g  power  over  the
soul,  operating  almost  as  the  mj./zvo£
were held to  operate,  channelling the
human  soul  into  the  paths  leading to
the divine presence and the only limits
that seem to have been placed on it in
the  main  were  those  relating  to  the
Sabbath  prohibitions  regarding  the
playing of instruments or the canying
of them.

So far these necessarily cursory, be-
cause  very  summary,  reflections  on
Jewish  cultural   distinctiveness  have
been limited in their reference to a pre-

religious  culture.  Rashi  spoke French
and some  German.  Malmonides Ara-
bic;  in  Europe  Yiddish  emerged  and
among Sephardim so did Ladino and a
good number of other Jewish vemacu-
1ars. Jews lived under a vast variety of
imposed  social  and  economic  con-
straints.  Their `permitted  occupations
and styles of dress varied from place to
place  and  were  increasingly  dictated
by  non-Jewish  agencies,  who  often
required rabbis and elders to enforce a
variety of national laws and taxed and
prohibitions.  All  varied  according  to
place  and  the  vicissitudes  of Gentile
life  and  culture.  Distinctive   Jewish
nationhood,  then,  resided   in  Jewish
culture.  Jews  took  their  distinctive
identity from that culture, not from the
country in which they lived and only
partly from  the  language  which  they
spoke.  If their  language  was  not  a
Jewish  language  or  dialect,  then  not
even from that. A measure of the un-
usualness  of this  is  the  difficulty  we
have imagining a Frenchman who does
not speak French and living in a world
from which  France  as  a political  and

story  of themselves  transmitted  and
elaborated in their culture.

This  special  relationship  between
Jewish life and Jewish culture,  as we
all  know,  is  placed  under  enormous
pressure for change by the advent of
the  post-Enlightenment  and  modern
world. Emancipation, even partial and
painful;  secularisation  of knowledge;
notions  of  a  modem  humanism  and
psychology stressing the common, uni-
versal nature of human-kind; above all,
the immense advances in knowledge,
scientific, philosophical, historical and
sociological  streaking  ahead  in  the
non-Jewish world, transforming socie-
ties   and   landscapes   -   all   these
challenge Jewish, rabbihically-centred
culture. In doing so they challenge the
very identity of the Jews which so de-
pends on that culture, being embedded
in it.

It  is  hardly  surprising,  then,  that
when,  by the late  19th  century,  Jews
begin to share in the modern culture of
the more advanced and more liberal of
the Gentile nations, it is their distinctly
Jewish  culture  and  their  distinctly

Trotsky, f;or a while a Hebrew teacher; Disradi, grandson Of a Sephardi
merchahi dealing in stra;w hats; Moses Hess, drafting with Marx the Corrmunist
Manifesto and a theoreticidrb Of political Zlohism but until eighieen a yeshivah
boy, strictly orthodox, a Je:w clef rued by his rabbinic Jg:}!±!j§h culture:.__._

modern, indeed pre-Enlightenment and
pre-scientific  age   and  within  that,
moreover, to the tradition of rabbihic
Judaism. There is a sensible reason for
this focus in my view.

Unlike  the  culture  and  life  of_ the
great  majority  of  other  peoples  and
certainly those among whom the Jews
lived and live in the Diaspora, Jewish
culture  and  Jewish  life  bear a  rather
unique  relationship  to  each  other.  In
the case of the nations, a national terri-
tory,  increasing\1y  over  time  a  single
and  relatively  standardised  national
language,  a  national  religion,  held in
place by secular powers and a shared
national  history  were,  and  are,  the
background against which, or the foun-
dations upon which, national life and a
national culture are maintained. For all
the years when the Jewish diaspora was
crucially  also  a  Jewish  exile,  before
emancipation  and  modern  national
citizenship, Jewish life had no national
or territorial or even linguistic founda-
tion  other  than  that  contained  in  its
largely  literary  culture.  And that  cut-
ture was, of course, too, an essentially

nati onal entity has disappeared for over
a thousand years. Yet wihat was French
or perhaps even German about Rashi,
or what was Spanish or perhaps Arabic`
about Maimorides was something less
essential that what was Jewish in their
identity.   That  essential  Jewishness
resided,   I   suggest,  jn  an  important
sense in the story these Jews and all
those  famous  and  obscure  Jews
generations  before  and  after  these
great  figures,  told  themselves  and
their children about who they were
and  why they lived  apart from the
nations  as  they  did.  Jewish  culture
and  specifically  rabbihic  Jewish  cul-
ture  with its Law and its lore and its
legend, was then the very condition of
life for Jews. It was not so much some-
thing which grew out of those social,
economic,  political  and  geographical
circumstances which were shaping the
culture  of their  Gentile  neighbours.
Instead Jews were more profoundly the
product of that culture and they knew
they were distinctly Jews, even though
theirdallylanguagewasArabicortheir
landscape  was  Polish,  because  of the

Jewish religious identity which in most
cases  seem  to  be  weakened  or  even
lost. And even when it is retained, it js
often  in  the  most  unusual  and  idio-
syncratic ways. Consider how a Jew by
birth,   Benjamin  Disraeli,  becomes
arguably  the  most  well-known  and
recogrisable Prime Minister of a coun-
try  which  was  in  his  time  the'  most
powerful  and  the  most  rich  in  the
world.  He is baptised almost casually
and describes himself as the blank page
between  the  Old  Testament  and  the
New;  as  a  Hebrew  aristocrat  with  a
longerandmoreeminentpedigreethan
that of the English landed gentry and
even of the royal family to whom he
had made himself politically necessary.

Consider Heine,  Marx,  Freud, Bin-
stein and consider the multitude of less
well-known (and even unknown) Jews
who entered and influenced much or a
little  the  culture,  politics  and  econo-
mies of the modern western world and
its  colonial  empires:  Trotsky,  for  a
while  a  Hebrew  teacher;  Disraeli,
grandson of a Sephardi merchant deal-
ing in straw hats; Moses Hess, drafting



with  Marx the  Communist Manifesto
and a theoretician of political Zionism
but  until  eighteen  a  yeshivah  boy,
stu.ctly orthodox, a Jew defined by his
rabbinic Jewish culture...

And finally,  after the  Shoah,  when
much  of that  cultural  continuity per-
ishes with the lives of millions,  Israel
is founded and a good number of Jews
then  find their main  identity  defined
by being Israeli and proceed to create a
national  culture  which  seems  set  in-
creasingly to converge with that of the
othermodernnationstatesandjnmany
important  respects  pulls  away  from
rabbinic culture.

Clearly  what  we  face  and  what  is
well known to us, the Diaspora Jews of
the modern world, is a threat, perceived
variously as overwhelming, or as chal-
lenging  but  a  threat  no  less,  to  our
cultural survival. It hardly needs to be
spelled out. If the distinct culture from

story?  Let us look again at the great
names: Heine, Disraeli, Marx, Trotsky,
Freud, Einstein, Chagal, Kafka, Roth-
ko,  Bellow,  Miller,  Pinter,   Epstein,
Gertler,  Isaac  Rosenberg,  Siegfried
Sassoon, Schoenberg, Mahler... the list
goes  on.  Nobel prize winners for scj-
ence  and  literature.  Even  if we  add
Montefiore,  Herzl,  Wejzmann,  Leo
Baeck  and   Soloveichik,   Bashevis
Singer and Amos Oz, Jews whose emi-
nence  is  founded  on  what they  have
achieved more or less traditionally for
Jewish  national  or religious  life - in
what  sense  can  we  see  this  achieve-
ment  as  coherently  contributing  to  a
distinctly  Jewish  culture,  capable  of
maintaining a coherent and distinctive
Jewish life? To what extent do we at-
tempt to  understand it as part of our
distinct culture?

We have all heard the response: only
some  return  to  the  tried  and  trusted

ment where I began. Judaism still has
work to  do to  resist modern idolatry:
national  leaders;  political  ideologies;
humanism   itself;   science   and  its
derivative  technology;   the  market
economy; drugs,legal and illegal; even
new-age philosophies and green poli-
tics  -  all  these  have  risked  or  risk
becoming false gods leading us away
from the living and transcendent God
and  our  ethical  duties.  Even  religion
itself,  its  edifices  of ritual  and  self-
confirming  certalnties   can  become  a
false  God.  It  has  been  sald  that  no
nation or people in fact disappeared as
the  result  of conquest but  many  dis-
appeared because they lost the will to
continue  and  to  continue  to  grow.
There   is  such  a  thing   as   cultural
suicide.  There  is  absolutely  no  good
reason to suppose that a Judalsm which
turns  creatively  to  its  distinctive  cul-
ture and, true to its core values,  finds

Ishgy!dtirfetoaddmyvoicetothosewho,whil.efrodingmuchtowarmthemin
t:||3!|ionalyiddishkeit,canembraceaneraofpluralismandchange.

which our identity as Jews derives and
on  which  it  has  arguably  depended,
goes,  then  we  go  with  it.  For certain
strictly orthodox Jews there is no prob-
1em  here.  It really  does  not matter to
many of them if only a small number
of Jews remain, just so long as they are
justwhattheyshouldbe:strictlyortho-
dox  Jews.  For  another  group  it  also
does  not  matter.  Assimilation  is  no
tragedy:  Jewishness is  a fond or not-
so-fond memory of a distinct ancestry
- a cause for nostalgic regret,  or per-
haps a welcome relegation to the past.
But for others of us it is not a matter of
indifference.

Whatwerealiseisthatforsome]ong
while now, things have changed quite
fundamentally.  Much  of the  cultural
creativity  and  indeed  disproportion-
ately high achievement ofmodem Jews
grew out of a creative tension between
a fund of tradition, its disciplines and
its  values  -  the  old  rabbinic  Jewish
culture -and the extraordinary possi-
bilities of the modern world. So many
eminent Jews were in the generation of
the  children  of men and women  who
moved  out  of traditional  Jewish  life
and into the new. Their set of historical
conditions was "one off': jt is unlikely
ever to  occur agaln.  But  all  that  cul-
tural   creativity  -  was   it   in   any
important sense contributing to a mod-
ern  Jewish  culture?   Have  we  been
able, or willing, to include it in our

tradition, plus, perhaps a few reforms,
will keep us alive as a people as it has
done so far. Meanwhile we can wami
ourselves at the latest flickerings of the
ancient blaze of i nspiration.

Instead of saying this,  I  should like
to add my voice to those who,  while
finding much to  warn them in tradi-
tional yiddishkeit, can embrace an era
ofpluralism and change; who intend to
go  on  doing  what  the  Jewish  people
has learned to do so successfully over
countless  generations.  And  that  is  to
identify the  core  values  and the  core
beliefs  of Judaism  and  to  find  new,
contemporary  expressions  in philoso-
phy, the arts, infsocial and political life
- to  malntain a voice  in  a pluralistic
world,  one  which  makes  sure  that  a
distinctive  Judaic  view  is  heard  in
every sphere of modern culture,  mor-
ally  critical,  non-conformist,  refusing
to bend the knee to false gods.

If very  long  ago  an  Arabic  poetic
genre  was judalsed  and  the  Song  of
Songs was added to Jewish Scriptures;
if a Greek philosophical discourse was
judalsed to  create the  Book  of Job -
indeed if ancient creation myths were
judalsed and the very core of our To-
rah was given to us -then it behoves us
jn  our  generation  to  do  rather  more
than  perpetuate   chicken  soup  and
4/ezwer:  the judaising  of Polish food
and Slavic music!

To return to the  second command-

contemporary  expression  for  those
values in life and the arts of life, will
lose the  will  to  continue.  It will  con-
tinue  to  offer  opportunities  to  the
young,  giving  them  inspiration  and
confidence  from  past  experience  but
not asking them to return to the past or
conform to  its traditions  for no  good
reason. We just do not know what the
next chapter in our story will be. In all
events,  we  are  only  co-workers  in
creation,  most probably  not  given  to
finish it but not entitled to desist from
it.  But of one thing we must,  I think,
beware  and  that  js  of creating  false
gods  called Jewish continuity,  Jewish
tradition  and  misdirect  our  creative
energies  to  embellishing  them:  they
cannot ever be ends in themselves. At
another great moment jn the  story of
Moses,  the  Holy  One  is  asked  by
Moses, what is the name of the God of
our ancestors?  He receives  in  answer
Ehyeh  Asher  Ehyeh,  a,n  assurance  of
eternal  presence  and  future  deliver-
ance, interpreted by Rashi as meaning:
no words can tell what God will be for
us, or can express all the good that is in
store.  That,  it  seems  to  me,  is  a  God
worth serving .
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Synagogues and these are often poorly
supported.

Synagogue   social   action   is   the
process of translating the principles of
Judaism  into  positive  programmes  in
local  communities, the  nation and the
world.     It    is    the     contemporary
expression  of the  passion  for  social
justice    which    characterised    the
prophets of Israel and which is intrinsic
in Judaism.

When  I  had  completed  my  "brow-
sing"   research   for  this   article,   it
occurred to me that the story of its writ-
ing was a model for the issue I wished
to explore. That research led me to this

quote from the "Centenary Perspective"
of the Central Conference of American
(Reform) Rabbis (1989) -"The   Holocaust,  the  current

spiritual   emptiness   of  western
civilisation  and  the  accomplish-
ments of the  State of Israel  have
made  our people,  not our world,
our  highest  priority.   Social  Ac-
tion   js   therefore   of  marginal
Jewish interest."
There is much truth in this statement

but is it the end of the story, the end of
the article? The spiritual emptiness has
to be profound for us to desert Amos
(5.21)  -"I hate, I despise your feasts,

And I will take no delight in your
solemn assemblies.

Yea, though ye offer me burnt-
offerings, I will  not accept them;

Neither will I regard the peace-
offerings of your fat beasts.

Take thou away from Me the noise
of they songs;

And let Me not hear the melody of
thy psalteries.

But letjustice well up as waters,
And righteousness as a mighty

stream."

COMIIASSION IS AN EXTRA
Neville Sassienie

WHY, AS  FAR AS THE
British   Progressive  Jew-
ish Movement with its his-

torical emphasis on prophetic Judaism
js concerned, does social action remain
a  minority  interest?  We  may  be  the
leaders in this area jn the Jewish com-
munity.   But  for   community  action
rather than  individual  action  we  rely
vicariously on  a  handful  of dedicated
and  inspired  people.  There  are just  a
few  social   action  groups  at  RSGB
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This  article  originated  in  a  "mini"
paper  I  gave  to  the  Biennial  Confer-
ence    of   the    World    Union    for
Progressive  Judaism  in  Paris  in  1995.
The  theme  of  the  Conference  was
"7l.4kw# O/crm -Repairing the World -

for  the  2lst  Century".  There  were
many fine references to the concept in
the  plenary  sessions  but  not  many  of
the practical  workshops  were directly
on the theme. I had been asked to speak
on "The Environment and World Pov-
erty"  as  one  of three  contributors  to
one  workshop.  An  urgent  administra-
tive  meeting  had  been  called  at  the
same time which required most of the
World  Union  leaders  to  miss  the  ses-

sion. Later on there were calls for some
action  points  to  be  agreed  from  the
conference,  which  led  to  a  statement
on the French nuclear tests but nothing
more. But at least the World Union had
the  vision  to  look  at  a  subject  which
was unlikely to have been adopted as
the sole theme for a conference by any
of its constituent movements.

Subsequently the editor of A4AIVIVA
suggested  that  my  paper  might  form
the basis for an article. His letter lay in
my "attention" tray as the week wore
on and I realised the writing would not
be easy and the time involved consid-
erable.  I  also  realised  I  was  spending
even more time than usual at meetings
which  give  the   satisfaction   which
comes with exhaustion from long dis-
cussions  for  the  sake  of  heaven  but
often   field   only   debatable   results.
Where were my priorities?

I had used the archives of the RSGB
social action office for my first article.
I decided I now needed the Leo Baeck
College  library.  I  was  shortly  to  be-
come Chairman of RSGB and I realised
that I did not know where the library
was in  the building.  Irrelevant to  this
story?  How can we presume to  influ-
ence policy in areas where we have not
studied the background?

The  librarians  could  not  have been
more helpful. Limited study seemed to
confirm that Jewish tradition has never
seen  universal,  communal   social   ac-
tion   as   central.   It  was   always   the
individual's  responsibility  for  right-
eousness  which  was  paramount.  This
remains  an  issue  today.  Is  there  a  ne-
cessity  for joint  communal  action  or
should  it  be  left  to  individuals?  Pro-
gressive  rabbis  have  taught  that  one
complements the other. There is a real
need  for  the  distinctive  Jewish  voice
and communal action  which can have
a quite  different effect from the indi-
vidual 's, as well as helping to teach the
obligation  which  remains  with  every
Jew. There is a parallel  with the  need
for  communal   as   well   as   personal
Prayer.

Most  of the  relevant  books  in  the
library  came  from  American  Reform
authors.  Vorspan  and  Lipman's   /z/s-
tice and Judaism: The Work Of Social
Acfz.o#  (1959)  spelt  out  the  contribu-
tion  of American  Reform  Judaism  in
"the   re-establishment  of  prophetic,

ethical   idealism   as  the  purpose  and
goal  of  Jewish  faith  and  living".   Its
chapters cover causes which the move-
ment      championed     -      housing,
education,   civic  reform,   civil   rights,
immigration,   economic  affairs.   The
Central Conference of American Rab-
bis issued their Social Justice Platforms
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in   1918   and   1928.   Not  surprisingly,
the authors insist on the need for syna-
gogues  to  be  involved in  politics  but
not from a partisan or party stance. The
book   records  individual   rabbis  who
took  the  lead  on  controversial  issues,
often  against the  wishes  of their con-
gregants   and   sometimes   at   great
personal risk.

Perhaps because of the vast scale of
that continent and the insularity which
can  go  with  it,  there  was  scant  refer-
ence to world problems. The exception
was  the  chapter on  "Peace  and  Inter-
national  Relations",  which  called  for
support  for  the  United  Nations  and
mentioned UNICEF and other humani-
tarian agencies. From a nation .with six
per cent of the world's population and

position, as we climbed the social lad-
der, was proof of it.

Borowitz  then  takes  the  following
position  on  these  three  factors  in  re-
verse  order.  The  spirit  of the  age  is
anti-liberal.  Liberal  solutions  are  not
trusted.  Problems  are  too  complex  to
be solved by altering institutions. Prag-
matically,  we  are  concerned  for  our
survival  and  fearful  for  our  people.
Universal  social  action often conflicts
with the interests of the State of Israel.
Theologically,   an   authentic  Jewish
position  will  have  to  validate itself in
terms of its roots in Jewish law and its
relation  to  the  survival  of the  Jewish
people.  Universalism  and  its  relation
to liberal politics have faded from the
centre or been discredited.

The sum Of £3 500 raised by the Ref;orm and Liberal
Movemehis in response to our appeal fior the victins
Of Rwanda disaster - less than I spent on the fitted
oupbocnds in ray new house.

which uses fifty per cent of the Earth's
non-replaceable   resources,   this   did
seem  avoidance  of direct responsibil-
ity.

The American Refomi Movement's
"Joint  Commission  on  Social  Action"

was  not  formed  until  1949.  It  contin-
ues    today    and    with    over    800
congregations there must be much we
can  learn  from  studying  their  activi-
ties.

A  far  deeper  historical  review  and
analysis of the subject can be found in
Eugene Borowitz' s  Exploring Jewish
Effez.cs  (1990).   He  charts  the  rise  of
Jewish ethics in the modern sense -as
distinct  although,   not  separate  from
holiness -from the time of the French
Revolution.  Savaged with  uncertainty
by the Holocaust, social action still re-
mained a matter of the highest priority
for  the  American  Reform  Movement
up to the  1960s or  1970s.  He explains
this  in  terms  of theological  commit-
ments,   pragmatic   concerns   and  the
spirit of the age.

Theologically,   it   was   taken   for
granted  that  Judaism  was  an  activist
religion  and  that  universal  ethics  en-
compassing  the  prophetic  tradition,
even liberal  politics,  was central  to it.
Pragmatically, if we won rights for all
people,   especially  the   under-privi-
leged,  we  would  secure  rights  for the
Jews.  The  spirit  of the  age  seemed to
favour the  liberal  attitude and the im-
provement    in    the    Jewish    social
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Which brings Borowitz and ourjour-
ney back to the quote at the beginning
of this article: "The Holocaust, the cur-
rent  spiritual   emptiness   of  western
civilisation  and  the  accomplishments
of the  State  of Israel  have  made  our
people, not our world, our highest pri-
ority.   Social   action   is  therefore   of
marginal Jewish interest".

I  turned  to  Emil  Fackenheim's   ro
A4e#d {fee Wor/d (I 982), hoping to find
comfort.  His    7l.kk##   after  the  Holo-
caust is centered on living in Covenant
in  defiance  of the  abomination  of the
S:feoofe. It is a recovering of Jewish tra-
dition, as if recovering from an illness,
with the  knowledge that the  recovery
is always at risk. And we are reminded
of his conclusion -"that Ga/#j (exile)
Judaism   albeit   most   assuredly   not
Ga/#J itself has come to an end."

This   is   where   my  journey   has
brought me. Should it be left there un-
til     circumstances     change?     Our
minimalist attitude to communal social
action  as  an  integral  part  of Reform
Jewish  identity  is  not  surprising  after
all.   It  is  not  peculiar  to  Progressive
Judaism in this country.

I recalled two examples I gave in my
original   paper.   The   sum   of  £3500
raised  by  the   Reform   and  Liberal
Movements in  response to our appeal
for the  victims  of Rwanda  disaster -
less than I spent on the fitted cupboards
in  my  new  house.  Twenty  thousand
children dying each day from prevent-

able causes -what if, for one day, they
had been Jewish children? Can a reli-
gious  movement  be  whole,  let  alone
holy,  while  remaining  impervious  to
such a situation? We look back to the
Prophet:-

"Is not this the fact that I have

.chosen,
To loose the fetters of wickedness,
to undo the bands of the yoke,
to let the oppressed go free,
to break off every yoke?
It is to share your bread with the

hungry,
and to bring the wretched poor into

your home;
When you see the naked, to clothe

him
and not to hide from your own

kin." (Isaiah 58;  6-7)
We  give  the  very  minimum  of re-

sources  to   a  handful   of  dedicated
people  who  support  this  work.  The
RSGB's 1997 budget for Social Action
is f I 2,000 compared to, say, £292,000
for Youth  and  Students.  Even  so,  the
communal   scene  is  far  from  bleak.
RSGB/ULPS Social Action has organ-
ised     successful      campaigns     on
homelessness, racism, refugees, human
rights, disability and the environment.
Some   synagogues   have   successful
groups   supporting  these   and  other
causes. UK Jewish Aid (UKJAID) and
Tzedek support aid work over.seas and
the Jewish Council for Racial Equality
(J-Core)  has  a  high  reputation  in  its
field.

The   question   remains.   How   can
these and other emergency issues elicit
a  response  not  just  from   specialist
groups  but  from   every  committee,
group and section in every synagogue?
Can a structure be set up to  appeal  to
every  member of the  two Progressive
Jewish  Movements  on  behalf  of  the
dying  children  of the  world  or to  re-
spond    to    the    next    international
disaster?

We  could  research  the  latest  ideas
and programmes in the USA. We could
hope or even suggest that a student or
graduate  of  the  Leo  Baeck  College
might  research  this  subject  jn  depth.
We could convene a conference to con-
sider  this  whole  subject  rather  than
look at particular issues. We could al-
locate   or  find   additional   financial
resources for this work. We could sug-
gest  other ways  forward  or we  could
stay  content  with  social   action  as  a
marginal issue I

NEVILLE  SASSIENIE  wcls  born  ;.#  £o#do#
in   1931   and  educated  at  Haileybury  College.
lie  retired  as  a  partner  in  a  leading filrm  Of
accountants  in   1996  to  make   time  for  being
Chairman o.i. RSGB.
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Motor Vessel `Abril' with illegal immigrants off. Haifa, foying Honduran foag and Star Of David, 8th March 1947 .

I JOINED     THE     DESTROYER
Cfeevro# at Malta in the summer of
1946  as a  young  Lieutenant in the

Royal  Navy.
The  Captain  said  quite  casually  to

me  one  day that he assumed  I  had no
objection  to  serving  on  the  Palestine
Patrol.  Equally  casually  I  said  that  I
had  not.  Officers  are  not  qualifled to
judge political  decisions and must en-
force   government  policy  whatever
their personal views.  In this case I had
no  doubts.  Jewish extremist groups in
Palestine were attacking and killing my
fellow  British  servicemen.  The  King
David  Hotel  had just  been  blown  up
with heavy loss of life -I did not know
until   years   later  that  an   evacuation
warning was criminally ignored -and
to  me  there  was  no  question  of  not
intercepting  `illegal'  ships whose pas-
sengers almost certainly included some
terrorist recruits. It was as straight for-
ward   as   a   British   Catholic   serving
against the IRA in Ulster, whatever his
views   on  government  policy.   What
made it worse was that those targeted
servicemen   had  been  liberating  the
concentration   camps  barely   a   year
earlier.   I   still   deeply   regret.  that  the
Government's  arbitrary  restriction  on
Jewish   refugees   entering   Palestine

provoked  the  violence  which  put  our
men's  lives  at  risk but  I  do  not  regret
my part in fighting that violence.

We reached Haifa at the end of Au-
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gust  and  took  up  the  outer patrol  ten
miles offshore from the Lebanese bor-
der to  down  beyond  Tel  Avjv,  while
the  inner  patrol  along  the  three  mile
limit  of  territorial   waters  waited  to
board any ship approaching the shore.
That was the basic picture until the end
of  the  Mandate,  as  it  had  been  for
months already, with other warships in
Haifa Bay on call if required.

The  country  was  thus  effectively
sealed off to seaward, backed by radar
surveillance and we saw the result very
soon  when  the  immigrant. ship   Fede
was intercepted and towed into Haifa.
Her  1200 passengers were transferred
to a transport ship that we escorted to
Cyprus, for internment until they could
enter  under  the   legal   immigration

Officers are not qualified to
judge political decisions

quota. There was no violence but how
bitter it must have been for these con-
centration   camp   survivors  to   reach
Haifa and then be deported to another
camp -even jf it bore no resemblance
to  those  in  which  they  had  suffered.
We saw their camp at Karaolos, a few
miles  from   Famagusta  in  a  wooded
area with Star of David flags flying but
they had a long, frustrating wait before
they  returned.  Later  in  the  month  we
supported a minesweeper on the inner

patrol boarding a caique, a local sailing
ship, as she slipped down the Lebanese
coast using her auxiliary motor, hoping
to beach  herself near the border.  Like
all   `illegals'   she  adopted  a   Hebrew
name -in this case Pcz/mczcfe in tribute
to the elite Jewish defence force.

An  anonymous  message  was   re-
ceived  that  an  explosive  charge  had
been  laid  500  yards  from  Haifa  har-
bour entrance. To the annoyance of the
oil companies, as it delayed shipments
from  the  Iraqi  pipeline  discharging
there,  Haifa port was closed while the
entrance  was  searched.   Eventually  a
powerful charge was found attached to
the oiling jetty,  which could have de-
stroyed a ship fuelling there and started
a disastrous fire.

Jewish limpeteers had attacked and
damaged a transport ship as a reprisal
against  the  new  British  policy  of de-
porting  immigrants  to  Cyprus  instead
of interning them  in  Palestine,  so  ex-
plosive   charges   were   dropped   at
intervals  during  the  night  to  discour-
age further attacks. This often provided
fresh fish for breakfast but conditions
ashore were worsening and we had to
go  armed.  I  had the embarrassing ex-
perience of attending a Rosh Hashanah
service   with   a   revolver  under  my
jacket,  as  kidnapping  was  a  serious
threat.

We  returned  to  the  patrol  early  in
Continued on next page
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December and were diverted to the tiny
Dodecanese island of Sirina where an
immigrant  ship   had  grounded  and
sunk.  The   ,4ffez.#ar,   an  ancient  steam-
ship with a Greek crew, had embarked
nearly 800 Jewish refugees at a Yugo-
slav  port  before  being  driven  ashore
there   or  running  aground  in  rough
weather.   Almost  all   the  passengers
were  able  to  scramble  ashore  before
she  slid  off and  sank  within  an  hour
and they managed to  send an  SOS on
their portable transmitter. The eight is-
landers were completely overwhelmed
and unable to provide food or shelter,
so  the  supplies  and  blankets  dropped
by  RAF  planes  from  Palestine  were
received with tears of relief as they had
been surviving on a soup made of local
snails.  We  anchored  off the  rocky is-
land  and  were  ordered  to  embark the
refugees, which I did in our motorboat
about forty at a time. The children were
delighted to be hoisted up into the ship
in  sacks  but  their  mothers  were  less
enthusiastic.  With  the  assistance  of a
minesweeper all were rescued without
harm  to  a  single  refugee  beyond  the
odd scratch. They were quickly disin-
fected,  given  a  hot  meal  and  a  rest
before  being  transferred  for  intern-
ment.   Before  they  left,  a  delegation
visited  the  captain  to  thank  him  for
their rescue and good treatment aboard.

We had a close view of these unfor-
tunate  people,  genuine  refugees  apart
from  a  few  potentially  hostile  young
men  and  I  believe  this  contributed  to
the fact that during all our patrol time I
never  heard  a  hostile  or  anti-Semitic
remark - even from a drunken sailor.

On our return to Haifa at the begin-
ning of February we witnessed another
rescue.  A  minesweeper  towed  in  the
caique    A4erz.ccz,   which   had   broken
down well  out to  sea with  nearly 650
immigrants and could have been lost in
a  storm.  We  made  our  first  intercep-
tion, the ex-US coastguard cutter I//#cz,
at the  end of the  month.  She  flew the
flag of Honduras,  a Central  American
state with lax registration laws but pos-
sibly  also  favoured  because  its  blue
and  white  banded  flag  resembled  the
future  Israeli  one.  She  claimed  to  be
bound for Tel Aviv with Jewish survi-
vors of a shipwreck but when this was
not accepted announced her change of
name to  Chaim Arlosoroff -a. Zionist
leader.  Two  minesweepers  were  or-
dered to board  her as  she  crossed the
three mile limit but by skilful manoeu-
vring  she  broke  away  and  beached
herself at  the  foot  of Mount  Carmel.
Unfortunately  for  her  she  grounded
opposite an army barracks and all  her
thousand  immigrants  were  arrested.
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Despite fierce resistance to the board-
ing  parties,   which  left  two  soldiers
seriously  injured,  the  use  of firearms
was almost completely avoided and no
immigrants  were  killed - an  example
of the restraint used on all occasions in
the face of a barrage of missiles.

The following week we intercepted
another `illegal', also flying the flag of
Honduras.   She  was  a  smart  modem
diesel   yacht  called    ,4brz./,   with   an
American crew who proved co-opera-
tive.  I  addressed  them  in  English  and
German  by  our  loud  hailer,  with  a
standard warning that was used in fu-
ture, saying they would not be allowed
to  land  and  should  not  resist as  force
would be met with force. It was unfor-
tunate to use the language of the hated
Nazis  but  it  meant  that  most  of the
immigrants   knew   the  position   and
could not easily be misled by trouble-
makers. This time it certainly worked,

causing  three  Jews  to  be  killed  and
many  injured  before   she   could  be
brought  into  Haifa.  There  they  were
loaded into three  ferry ships that  nor-
mally took `illegals' to Cyprus and sent
back  to  France  in  harsh  implementa-
tion  of  international   law.  With  few
exceptions, the Jews made it a point of
honour not to disembark and there the
ships lay.  It was an impasse,  since the
French refused to accept any who did
not  land  voluntarily.  Finally  Foreign
Secretary Bevin redoubled his error by
declaring that those  who  did  not land
within  24  hours  would  be  taken  to
Hamburg  in  the  British Zone  of Ger-
many and forcibly landed there. Not a
single Jew disembarked. We had been
patrolling up and down for days in case
of need  and  now  formed  part  of the
escort for the ferry ships so far as Gi-
braltar -  a  sad  police  duty  for  proud
warships.   We  transferred   stores  to

Ocean Vi.gour with Exodus deportees -Port de Boul -August  1947.

as  our  boarding  parties  met  with  no
resistance  and  were  actually  offered
tomato  soup  from  her  modern  cook-
house.  She  was  berthed  peacefully  in
the  harbour  and  her  600  passengers
were transferred to Cyprus for intern-
ment.

Our next contact with Jewish immi-
grants took place at the other end of the
Mediterranean  in  August,   when  we
weredespatchedtoMarseillestowatch
over  three  ferry  ships  anchored  off
nearby Port de Bouc  with human car-
goes.   A   month  earlier  nearly  4500
Jewish Displaced Persons -the official
name for homeless concentration camp
and slave labour survivors -had sailed
from  Sete  near  Marseilles  in  an  old
Mississippi   steamboat   called    7lfee
President Warf iield. ALs she approached
Palestine  she  was  renamed    Ejroc7#s
/947. Violent resistance was offered to
the  boarding  parties,   exceptionally

these  ships,   so  had  a  close  view  of
conditions aboard. They really looked
like prison ships, with the decks boxed
in with wire netting to prevent the Jews
jumping overboard or breaking  out to
take over the ship. It was Saturday and
we could see a group wrapped in their
fcz//;.fof reciting morning service. It was
the  only  time   I   felt  ashamed,  to  be
taking part in  such  a  heartless and in-
sensitive  operation.  But  unknowingly
Bevin  was  building   up   international
support  for the  United  Nations  parti-
tion  resolution three  months later that
led  to  the  creation  of  the   State   of
Israel I

ALA\N  TYLER  was  born  in  London  in  ]924
into a  West  London  Synagogue family.  He was
confiirmed   and   married   there  be.i;ore  joining
Wimbledon  Synagogue,  Of which  he  was  later
Chairman,  a`fter  retiring from  the  Royal  Navy
in   ]966.   He   recently   retii.ed  .|irom   exporting
textiles  [l.rough  the f;amily company.
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THE KNIFE -SMOOTH-FACED
Chaldean  stone  -  belonged  to
my father.  Honed on memories,

it was a last relic of the old ways, of a
home no longer home, a link back to a
god-drenched  time  of jewelled  pools,
granulated  rocks,   hill   storms,   valley
blossoms. Evening and morning, father
would speak to the gods of water, earth
and sky and sacrifice to them, his knife
fearsome   to   behold,   bloodstained,
heavy-handled,  fearful  to  hold.  I  held
it,  trembling,  proud,  on  the  way  to
Haran'. I held it again the day he died2,
trembling for the future, knowing what
every child in every generation knows,
without  knowing  it,  that  in  order  to
find my own way forward I would have
to  sever the  chords  that bound  me  to
him.  His  ways could  not be  my ways,
his gods my God.

I  left  my  adopted  country,  my  ex-
tended   family,   my   father's   house,
cursing  him  for  dying  and  letting  me
go,  for making  me  go,  even  though  I
needed  to  go;  yet  feeling,  in  a  way  I
could not fully comprehend, that I was
taking his blessing with me3. Perhaps I
needed to feel I was blessed by him -a
comfort  against  the  thought  that  my
separation from him and his ways was
destroying everything he had held dear,
including his love for me.

So  I  went  but  I  took  father's  knife
with  me:  heirloom,  keepsake,  memo-
rial.   Symbol   of  the  transition  to  an
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unknown  future,  my  future,  my  life;
reminder that the past is never wholly
left  behind  but  remains,   sharp   or
blunted, lodged within us to the end of
our  days.  It  was  with  me  in  Canaan
when I built those early altars4, staking
my  claim  to  something  new  growing
within  me,  a  potent,  thrusting  confi-
dence in my own way of being -such
gestures  being  necessary  to  hide  the
anxieties of influence.  My altars were
different -but they were still altars.

Down  jn  Egypt,  helpless,  I  hid  the
knife.  A  regression  to  an  earlier time
when  wife  and  sister were  one.  With
no  capacity  to  discriminate,  my  wife
was given ups. Appeasement, survival,
the desperate mendacity of exile.

Back  in  Canaan,   separating  Lot's
men from mine6, pointing out the land,
the  good  land,   I   wielded  the   knife,
yielding to him the choice of where to
dwell, sacrificing my choice to his, let-
ting  fate  decide  where  I   was  to  go;
knowing,  in  my  glory  days,  that  my
will  was  not  one  voice  alone  but  that
there  were  other  voices  cleaving  me
apart,  a part  of me,  not a  part  of me.
Voices   which   said7:   `It   will   all   be

yours,  one  day,  it  will  all  be  yours'.
Grandiose fantasies,  or an echo of the
Spirit hovering over the surface of my
consciousness? How are we to know? I
sacrificedmymindanddar6dtobeljeve
we live with the consequences, the knife
twisting in our hearts, the bloody mis-
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sion  unfulfi]led,  the  voices  still  echo-
ing, hollowing us, hallowing us.

It  was  in  those  days  that  I  became
known,   to   kings   and  other  earthly
powers,   as     `fecz-j.vrz.'  -the   Hebrew8.
This  was   not  what   I   called  myself.
Perhaps others could see me better than
I  could  see  myself.  They  named  me
`the  one  who  crossed  over',  `the  one

who  crossed  the  boundaries'.  This,  it
appears,  is me:  the  `trans-gressor'.  As
the distance grew between my father's
ways  and  my  own  I  came  to  see,  in
fragments, that I was transgressing the
old  thinking.   There  were   moments
when I  knew what nobody had.known
before:  that the  maker of heaven  and
earth had also made me. My being was
animated by  a  creative  spirit that had
always been,  yet which grew with me
as  it  grew  in  me.  But  to  cross  boun-
daries      is      a      frightening      task:
transformation   involves  destruction.
The knife remained by my side.

The first time I found my own voice,
the first time I  summoned up my own
power to address the power that stood
by me,  I  was able to formulate only a
question9.  `Only'  a  question?  Are  not
questions religious  acts,  subverters of
complacency, shakers of certitudes too
easily  gained?  Are  not  questions  our

protection   against   the   idolatry   of
answers?  Answers where there can be
no answers jf the truth in all  its divine
multiplicity  js  to  be  guarded?  Ques-
tions as the antidote to final solutions?
My  first  evocation  of my  uncertainty
was  a  question  not  about  transcend-
ence   or  transformation   but   about
transience and transmission:  I  have no
child,  so how am  I to pass this on be-
fore I die? How am I to transmit to the
future the fruit of my own transgress-
ing journey from my father's ways to
my own transitional understanding?

And  the  answer  -  which  was  no
answer, just a gleam in the darkness -
seemed  to  be  in  the  stars!°.  The  stars
my  father  had  worshipped.   For  me
though -a moment of enlightenment -
these points of light pointed elsewhere:
what is above is also below. The power
that energises the heavens was also the
power that energised me, my body, my
destiny. God of nature, God of my life,
God of history -one God.  Everything
is One.  Unbearable knowledge.

I took the knife in my hand. I took a
young  heifer,  still   feeding  from  its
mother;  I  took  a  she-goat,  instinctual
and  free;  I  took  a  ram,  assertive  and
wild".  My dependence  on  others,  my
natural   instincts,   my   uncontained
aggression - were  they  all  aspects  of
One  energy  that  animated  my  being?
Were they a]] me, my so-called `Self'?
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I wanted to see inside. I carved them in
two, seeking to know what lay inside.
A bloody mess.  But the  dove and the
pigeon,  the  spirit  and the  soul  - they
remained,  intactt2,  beyond  dissection,
beyond  analysis.  One  cannot  dissect
one's inner world without descending
into  darkness.  I  fell  into  a  deep,  cav-
ernous      sleep]3:      access     to      the
unconscious,   what  cannot  be  know-
ingly thought about during the light of
day:  generations  of  exile,  alienation,
enslavement, death, rebirth, a smoking
furnace, clouds, fire, a holocaust. This
is  the  covenant:  the  flaming  furnaces
and the fire of sinai. Everything is One.
Unbearable knowledge.

In   the   years   that   followed   this
knowledge -of hate and love -became
incarnated in the history of my family.
History   in   the   everyday,   Hebrew,
boundary-crossing sense -history not
as some random and impersonal force
separate from our lives like the gods of
old but as the unfolding saga of family
life:  the  story  of those  who  are  born,
the relationships they form, the choices
they make, the families they create or
from which they break away; conflicts
and love between husbands and wives,
sexual   intrigues,   infertility,   sibling
rivalry,  parental  favouritism  -  all  the
personal events which shape our lives,
our histories, human history.

Ishmael  was  born;  Isaac  was  born.
They  were  circumcised  -  that  knife
again in order to bring each of them into
the  covenant.  The  covenant  was  with
me, the bearer for them of life and death;
and with the  One who was and js and
will be the creator and bearer of all life,
all  death.  Grcumcision  as  a  warning
against omnipotence: we are not in con-
trol;  we  are  not whole  unto  ourselves.
In this world, no strifeless unity.

I circumcised too my feelings towards
Ishmael]4.  Isaac  became  my  favourite,
my only, beloved one. Destroying affec-
tion,  I  wa;  as  callous  as  the  One  who
excised Sodom and Gemorrah from the
world'5.  I  learnt  my lessons  well.  That
One  voice  I  heard  was  never  a  single
voice,  more  a  polyphonic  echoing  of
voices I also knew inside myself: loving
and angry,  compassionate and wound-
ing -a multiplicity not so far removed,
after  all,   from  what  my  father  had
known.  Only a knife-edge between his
faith and mine.

Here I am: a lifetime of trying to sepa-
rate from the old ways, leave my father
behind  and  all  the  time  I  had  clung to
him, the pain of my loss carved inside. I
had tried to kill off my love, kill off his
faith,  kill  off his  faith  jn  me.  But  the
bonds  between   father  and  child  are
stronger than  death.  How can  we ever

know whose voices we hear within us?
We are so much more than our means to
know  gives  us  to  know.  We  can  only
weep  at how  little  we  can  ever  really
know. Weep or laugh. Laugh at our piti-
ful striving for omniscience. But did not
father know everything? Like his gods,
he was so certain he was right. Let laugh-
ter be sacrificed, if we can only glimpse
such divine knowledge! I took my laugh-
ter, my laughing one, my lsaac'6, to offer
him up to the gods who knew so much.
Like in the old days.

Three days'7.  As long as the journey
to  Haran.   Father  and  son  together.   I
stretched  forth  my  hand  and  took  the
knife. I am Abraham -son.  I am Abra-
ham -father. Here I am. I cannot destroy
the  son  within  me.  I  had tried to  sever
the ties with the past. But time past and
time future, what might have been and
what has been, point to one end, which
is  always  present.  God  is  present.  Al-
ways  present.  God  is  the  power  that
makes  possible  the  transformation  of
what has always been into what ought to
be'8 . And what ought to be includes our
laughter at how little we know and how
little  we  know  that  we  know  so  little.
Isaac,  laughter, the future.  He survived
the flames, the knife. But the knife is his
inheritance, for all generations .
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Jewish  themes and  is  the  author  Of  A Sense  o£
Belonging:  Dilemmas  of British Jewish  identity
(1991).

Notes
I     Genesisll:31
2      11:32

3      12:I-3

412:7-8,13:18

5      12:11-20

6      13:6-12

7      13:14-17

8      14:13

9    15:2-3.  The  second  time  Abraham  ad-
dresses  God  it  is  also  formulated  as  a
question -15: 12

10        15:15

11     \5..9.  See  also  Abraham..  The  Man  and
the Symbol -A Jungian Interpretation Of
the  Biblical  Story.  Gustzrv  Drctfuss aLnd
Judith Riemer, chapter 3.

12      15:10

13       15:12

14    Genesis. chapters  16and2l
1518:20-33,19:24-29
16      18:15;21:3;21:6

17    22:4.   Several   verses   from  the    AAedafa
(chapter  22)  are  alluded  to  in  the  sen-
tences which follow

18   Jewish Renewal:  A  Path to Healing and
rrcz#s/orma/j.o#,      Michael      Lerner,
(Harper,1994), chapter I.  Using Freud's
notion  of  the   `repetition  compulsion',
psychotherapist   Lerner's   illuminating
reading of the  AkedczA  rehabilitates  God
in  a  way  which  would   have   horrified
Freud himself.
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going for many years to the  cemetery
where   her  baby   was   buried.   The
Hevrah Kaddisha, Burial Society, said
the baby was buried in one of the aisles
between  the  graves  but  wouldn't  tell
her exactly  where.  According to  their
wisdom, it would not do her any good,
only  opening  up  old  wounds  -  as  if
they ever close in these circumstances.
They told her to forget about it and get
on  with  life.  Her baby  did  not  really
exist  in  Jewish  terms  as  it  had  died
before 30 days old and did not yet have
a soul. This woman wanders through-
out the cemetery, fretting when she sees
people walking between the graves,  in
case they are walking on her child. She
will never live in peace until she knows
the  exact  location  and  feels  that  her
child will not rest in peace either.

A friend of mine looked for comfort
in the Refoml s!.ddwr when she had the
first of her three miscarriages but could
find nothing that spoke to her person-
ally of her experience. She did not feel
able,  at  the  time,  to  do  any  research
and  so  gave  up,  thus finding  no  com-
fort from Jewish sources.

The Baby Memorial Service, held at
West   London   Synagogue   in   1996,
which will be repeated this year jn both
London  and  the  North  of  England,
gave those  carrying their own private
grief an opportunity to  express it in a
synagogue setting. Some present were

mouming the loss of babies many years
ago but had never had the chance to do
so  publicly  and  in  a  Jewish  context.
This service aroused widespread inter-
est and led to continuing discussion on
current Jewish practice regarding pre-
term and ea].ly infant death.

Judaism's bereavement rituals,  nor-
mally so helpful to those experiencing
a loss, have been denied to this section
of  the   community.   Mostly   these
mourners  have  been  silenced  by  the
lack  of  interest  or  understanding  by
Jewish officialdom, turning their pain
and loss inwards.

This originates from the halakhic re-
quirement that mourning for the death
of a foetus or a baby that dies within 30
days of birth be minimal.

The stillborn or pre-30-day old baby
had to be buried in Jewish grounds but
not in an individual grave. Usually the
baby  was  placed  in  a  coffin  with  an
older  woman  or  in  the  gaps  between
graves. There was an abridged service
but  parents  did  not  perform    Kerz.crfr,
tearing   of  one's   clothes,   or   say
Koddj.sfe,   the   traditional   mourners'
prayer. They did  not observe  Sfej.va or
the  normal mourning period (Mishneh
Torch,      Hilchot    Aveilut    \..6    a.nd
Shulchan Aruch,  yored De 'czfe  374:8).

At  the  time  these  rules  were  laid
down, when infant mortality rates were
high,  it was  no  doubt seen  as  helping
families to cope with their loss of, per-
haps,  several  babies.  If parents  had  to
observe  the  nomal  mourning  period

Lighting Yizkor candles at the Baby Memorial Service
at West London Synagogue, May  1996
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lasting a year, it could well mean years
of continuous mourning, making it im-
possible  for  child-rearing  families  to
lead a normal life.

It was never the intention of the rab-
binic   authorities   to   inflict   additional

pain and suffering on parents at a time
of bereavement but rather to ease their
passage  through  an  unfortunately  all-
too common tragedy.

What  a  paradox  it  is that this  piece
of Acz/czkfeczA,   not  unlike  others,  which
was originally meant to make people's
lives  easier  has,  because  of changing
times  and  circumstances,  become  in-
sensitive     and     unhelpful.     Jewish
tradition does, however, allow for alter-
native views and, as always, where there
is  a  rabbinic  will  there  is  a   fecz/okAz.c
way.   Maimonides   says,   "If  a   man
knows  for  certain  that  the  child  was
born after a full  nine months, even if it
dies  on the day it is born,  we  mourn it
"Aveilut \ ..7 . In the Mishnah we read Cca

one-day-old infant, if he dies, is consid-
ered to his father and mother like a full
bridegroom"  M.ddczfe  5.3.  In  the  Baby-
lonian Talmud it states that "Rav Dimi
and   Rav   Kahana   mourned  for  their
newborns who died" Sfeczbbcr/ 136a.

Today  parents  no  longer hold back
from  bonding  with  their unborn  child
out of a fear that it might not survive.
Therefore  the  shock  and  devastation
when a pregnancy ends in miscarriage
or  a   new-born  baby  dies  has  a  far
greater impact.  Parents  have  an  over-
whelming need and right to grieve -it
is not just something to "get over" and
try again. There is no reason why par-
ents  in  the  Progressive  Jewish  world
cannot  be  offered  full  Jewish  mourn-
ing  rites.  Perhaps  the  reason  it  is  not
yet  the  norm  js  because  it  does  not
always  occur to  the  grieving  families
to  approach  their  rabbis  for  a  burial
service and/or Sfej.vcz prayers. Likewise
not all rabbis are `clued into' the situa-
tion and openly offer such services to
their  congregants.   Progressive   cem-
eteries  now have a special  area for the
burial of pre-term and newborn babies
and a few of the more enlightened and
compassionate orthodox rabbis will al-
low  burial  of a  new  born  in  its  own
grave. But the situation is far from sat-
isfactory and even if some attempts are
being  made  to  meet  people's  needs,
there  is  still  ignorance  of the  psycho-
logical damage that can be done.

Is  it  because  the   fecz/czkfecz%  and  the
sz.c}d#rj.ffl,  as  well  as  other  books  on
Jewish  themes,  have  been  written  by
men  that  such  understanding  is  miss-
ing?  Men grieve  at the loss  of a baby
too, so why have they written virtually
nothing  about  it?  Obviously,  women
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will  experience  the  death  of  a  baby
they  have  carried  within  their bodies
differently from men and one assumes
it will affect them far more. Perhaps, as
often seems to happen, many men shut
themselves  off  from  their  feelings,
while the women carry the sharp pain
in  them,   as  they  once  carried  their
baby. In order for Judaism to reach an
understanding of the needs of bereaved
mothers, we women need to write our
own stories.

In  the   Rosh  Hodesh,  New  Moon,
women's study group at Southgate Re-
form Synagogue we thought about the
prayers and rituals that are missing for
us, as women, in the wealth of Jewish
writings.  It soon became apparent that
several women in the group had expe-
rienced  termination,  miscarriage  and
stillbirth,  as  well  as  fertility problems
but  had  read  nothing  that  gave  them
specific  support.  As a result the group
have  drafted  a  book  called   A#o/%er
Krj.#d  o/  Wreepj.#g  which  we  hope  to
publish shortly.  This book explores in
more  detail   the  issues  raised  in  this
article.  It gives examples of rituals for
parents  at  the  time  of the  death  and
ycz%rzej.f  anniversary  of the  death,  as
well  as Srfe;.vcz prayers and an extensive
anthology.  The  hope  is  that  grieving

parents will find in this book what they
need  to   express  their  loss  Jewishly,
without feeling cut off from the com-
munity  at  a  time  when  they  are  so
vulnerable.

and infertility. Termination can be for
a number of reasons and the decision is
rarely taken without trauma and grief.
Many  people  we  spoke  to  decided  to
terminate  a  wanted pregnancy  as  test
results  showed  severe  abnormality,
Tay-Sachs  or  Down's  Syndrome  for
instance.  For some  women  it  did  not
feel  possible  to  have  a  baby  at  that
time, because of their physical or men-
tal   state.   On   speaking   to   infertile
women their grief.was  felt doubly,  as
not only did they have no children but
they could not even begin the process
of becoming pregnant.

No-one  wishes  to  make judgments
about  whose  grief  is  greater  -  the
woman  who  becomes  pregnant  and
loses the child or the woman who can-
not  even  become  pregnant.  We  just
have  to  hear  and  acknowledge  their
pain and loss and grant them full status
among  the  mourners  of  Israel   and
Yerushalayim.

It is also important that these babies'
deaths be included in the Kczc}dj.sfe lists
on  Shabbat  so that the  synagogue  ac-
knowledges the gravity of such tosses
for its members. This year, for the first
time,   Southgate  Reform   Synagogue
put a notice jn the shut magazine to say
that if parents so wished, their baby's
name could be included in the  yj.zhor,
memorial list for Yom Kjppur.

As Progressive Jews we claim Juda-
ism   to   be   a   continual   revelation.
Therefore,  each generation has to add

Parents have an overwhelming need and right to
grieve -it is not just something to "get over " and
try again.

One aspect  Another  Kind  Of Weep-
z.ng does  not cover is the actual  burial
service. We felt this was work the rab-
bis  should  think  about,  together  with
their  congregants.   Some   Progressive
rabbis have conducted such burials and
written  sensitive  services  to  suit  the
needs   of  each   particular   family.   I
would  suggest  that  if parents  wish  to
have  a  funeral  for  a  pre-term  death,
stillbirths and early infant deaths auto-
matically  have  a  funeral,   or  want  a
rabbi  to  conduct  a  fomi  of memorial
service,  either  individually  or  collec-
tively for members of their community,
that  they  approach  her/him  to  discuss
this   further.   Alternatively   you   can
speak to the Council of Reform & Lib-
eral  Rabbis,  the  Reform  Belt  Din  or
Liberal  Rabbinic  Board  and  the  Pro-

gressive Burial  Societies.
Two  areas  even  less  talked  about

than miscariage or early infant death
in  the  Jewish  world  are  termination

its own understanding and knowledge,
especially when  there  have been  such
radical   changes   in   society   and   life-
styles.   Past   experiences   which   no
longer apply to us should not be stum-
bling   blocks   for   our   own   Jewish
expression.   Mothers  and  fathers,   as
well  as  siblings,  grandparents,  friends
and the wider community  need to de-
velop an appropriate modern response
to the loss of a baby, with Jewish ritu-
als  and  liturgy  to  support  people  in
their time of greatest need I

DEE  EIMER,  cr member a/Sow/Agcr/e fi€rorm
Synagogue, filrsl  joined  the  Reform  Movemen[
in   1967   as   a   member   Of  North   West   Surrey
Synagogue.   She   has   a   particular  inleres[   in
Jewish  women's  issues  and  has  given  numer-
ous  talks  and  workshops  on  this  theme.  She  is
involved with  various  groups  in  creating  addi-
tional  liturgy  and   rituals  which  more  fully
encompass  wolnen's   life-cycles   and   experi-
ences.  She  is  co-ordinator  Of  `The  Hal.i.  Empty
Bookcase'  for   Progressive  Jewish  women's
studies.
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0N FRIDAY 14 MARCH  1997
a   celebration,   instigated  by
members of The  British  Soci-

ety for the History of Mathematics will
honour the  memory  of James  Joseph
Sylvester,   on   the   centenary  of  his
death.  West  London  Synagogue  will
mark  the  anniversary  by  a  service  at
his graveside  in the  cemetery at  Balls
Pond Road, North London.

Research into his amazingly full life
was refreshing. So much was recorded
about  him,  not  only  his  professional
and academic career but many personal
anecdotes which helped to round out a
picture of this eminent Jew of the nine-
teenth century.

James  Joseph   Sylvester,   as  he  is
known  to  the  academic  world,  was
born  James  Joseph,  son  of Abraham
Joseph, in London and was the young-
est   of  several   brothers  and  sisters.
Between the ages of six and fourteen,
he   attended  various  private   schools.
His mathematical genius showed itself
early  and  the  last  five  months  of his
fourteenth year were spent at the Uni-
versity  of  London  where  he  studied

under Professor De Morgan.
In  1829, at the age of 15, he entered

the   Royal   Institution   at   Liverpool
where he stayed for less than two years.
At the end of his first year he won the
prize in mathematics and in his second
year, he was so far ahead of his fellow
students that he was placed in a special
class by himself.

His eldest brother had emigrated to
the  United  States,  where  he  took  the
name  of  Sylvester,  an  example  fol-
lowed by the rest of the family. Why a
professing  Jew  should  take  the  name
favoured by a Pope hostile to Jews is a
mystery.   It  was  suggested  that  the
brother had  a,  perhaps  morbid,  sense
of humour. Anyhow, James Joseph be-
came known for the rest of his life as
James Joseph Sylvester.

His years at Liverpool were far from
happy. He proudly proclaimed his Jew-
ish  faith  despite  petty  persecution  at
the  hands  of his  fellow  students.  He
was  full  of strength  and  courage  and
knew how to put up a fight to get jus-
tice for himself.

Continued on next page
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When  he  was just  17  he  entered  St
John's  College,  Cambridge.   Because
of `severe illnesses'  his career was in-
terrupted  and  he   did  not  take  the
mathematical tripos until 1837. He was

placed  second  but,  interestingly,  the
man  who  came  first  was  unremarked
afterwards.

Sylvester did not receive his degree
for some years because he was Jewish
and would not take the Christian oath.
He  was  "the  first  demonstrably  pro-
fessing  Jew  to  be  an  undergraduate
member of a Cambridge College". His
religion  also  made  him  ineligible  to
compete  for  the  Smith's  prizes.  It  is
noteworthy  that  some  1 1   years  later,
Trinity    College,    Dublin,    readily
granted  him  the  academic  degrees  of
BA and MA.

He  was  described,  at  that  time,  as
short  and  stocky,  with  a  magnificent
head set firmly above broad shoulders
and  giving  the  impression  of tremen-
dous strength and vitality.

In   addition   to   his   mathematical
knowledge,   he   was  well   versed  in
English and classical literature and was
acquainted  with  French,  German  and
Italian.  Commenting  on  his  extensive
coinage  of  new  mathematical  terms
from  the  mint  of  Greek  and  Latin,
Sylvester  referred  to  himself  as  the
"mathematical Adam".

He wrote much verse, some of which
was  published,  was  an  accomplished
amateur musician and used to entertain
working-men's   gatherings   with  his
songs. He is reputed to have taken sing-
ing    lessons    from    the    composer
Gounod.

Aged 24, he took up his first regular
job as Professor of Natural Philosophy
at  University  College,  London  but he
found    the    teaching    of    science
uncongenial and abandoned it after two
years.  During  that  time  Professor De
Morgan was one of his colleagues.

He was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society  at  the  unusually  early  age  of
25.   In   ]841   he  went  to  America  to
become  Professor  of Mathematics  at
the  University of Virginia. That lasted
only three months as he resigned after
an unfortunate incident. The university
authorities  had  refused to  discipline  a
student who had insulted Sylvester. The
story  goes  that  the  student,  who  had
been  reading  a  newspaper  in  one  of
Sylvester's lectures, insulted and in turn
was struck by Sylvester with his sword
stick.  The  student  collapsed  in  shock
and was thought wrongly to have died.

Sylvester tried to secure positions at
both Harvard and Columbia  Universi-
ties but was unsuccessful. He returned
to  England  and  became  an  energetic
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actuary  for  a  life  insurance  company
but also gave private  lessons in math-
ematics.  His  most distinguished  pupil
was Florence Nightingale.

In  1846 he entered the Inner Temple
to  prepare  for  a  legal  career  and  was
called to  the  Bar in  1850.  It was  there
that he met Arthur Cayley, a fellow bar-
rister and mathematician, who restored
Sylvester's interest in mathematics and
with whom he collaborated on the theory
of algebraic  invariants    The  two  men
were the true  founders of it.  They also
became ffiends.

Unlike   Cayley,   Sylvester   never
married .

After  some  setbacks,  he  was  ap-
pointed  Professor  of  Mathematics  at
the     Royal      Military     Academy,
Woolwich. He held that position for 16
years  until  he  was  forcibly  retired  as"superannuated", in  1870 at the age of

56.  He  had  to  fight  the  authorities  to
get  the  full  pension  to  which  he  was
entitled.  Among  his  not  too  generous
emoluments had been the right of pas-
turage  on  the  common.  As  he  kept
neither horse, nor cow nor goat and did
not eat grass himself, it was difficult to
see what benefit he got out of this ines-
timable boon.

Academic   honours   continued   to
come his way and he was elected for-
eign   correspondent  of  the   French
Academy of Sciences and was elected
in 1863 to the vacancy in the section of
geometry.

From  1855  to  1870  he  was the  sec-
ond     President     of    the     London
Mathematical   Society  and  first  reci-

pient of the  Gold  Medal  presented  in
honour of his former teacher, Profess-
or De Morgan.

After  Sylvester's  enforced   retire-
ment,  he lived in  London,  reading the
classics,   playing   chess   and  writing
verse,  generally  enjoying  himself but
not  becoming  involved  in  mathemat-
ics.  In  1870  he  published  a  pamphlet
"The Laws of Verse", by which he set

great store.
Then, suddenly, at the age of 62, he

came  to  mathematical  life  again.  He
was invited to take up a professorship
at  the  newly  founded  John  Hopkins
University   jn   Baltimore   at   a   then

generous  annual  salary  of $3,000.  He
stipulated  that  it  was  to  be  "paid  in
gold",   perhaps   remembering   his
previous treatment at Woolwich, where
his salary had been £550 -plus pastur-
age  and  the  fight  that  he  had  had  to
make   before   he   received   his   full
pension.

In  1878,  he  founded  and  edited the
`American  Journal   of  Mathematics'.

He  was  described  at  that  time  by  Dr

Franklin,  an  erstwhile  pupil  and  suc-
ceeding editor, as "generous, charitable
and  tender-hearted...   appreciative   of
the  work  of others"  and  he  gave  "the
warmest       recognition       to       any
talent...displayed by a pupil".

His  years  until   1883  might  be  de-
scribed   as   the   happiest   and   most
tranquil  that  he  had  known.  His  dor-
mant   mathematical   instincts   were
aroused to full powers and he entered
into  a  study  of the  `new  algebra'.  He
said of America that `there was no na-
tion  in  the  world  where  ability  with
character counts  for  so  much  and  the
mere   possession   of  wealth,   for  so
little...'.

In   1883   Oxford  invited  Sylvester,
now   aged  70,   to   take  the   Chair  as
Saviljan Professor of Geometry and he
arrived back  in  his  native  land  with  a
brand-new  mathematical   theory   of
"Reciprocants" -differential variants.

His  inaugural  lecture,  delivered on  12
December  I 885  at Oxford, had all the
fire and enthusiasm of his early years,
perhaps more because he  now felt se-
cure and knew that he was recognised
at last by that world which had fought
him. He became the first Jew to hold a
professorship at Oxford.

He was a living example of his own
philosophy:  "The mathematician lives
long and lives young". But in  1893 his
sight began to fail and he was sad that
he could no longer lecture with his old
enthusiasm. The following year he re-
tired  to  live  lonely  and  dejected  in
London  and  in  Tunbridge  Wells.  He
outlived all his brothers and sisters and
most  of his  friends.  His  mind,  how-
ever,  was  still  vigorous and at the age
of 82,  he  found  new  enthusiasm  over
the theory of compound partitions and
Goldblatt's conj.ecture that "every even
number is the sum of two primes" .

He  spent  much  of his  time  at  the
Athaeneum  Club.  It was  while  work-
ing at his mathematics,  in  his  London
rooms  at  5  Hertford  Street,  May fair,
early in March  1897, that he suffered a
paralytic  stroke  which  destroyed  his
power of speech. He died on  15 March
1897. His life can be summed up in his
own words, "I really love my subject".

He  was  buried   at   West   London
Synagogue's  cemetery  in  Balls  Pond
Road on  19 March  1897. The officiat-
ing  rabbi   was  the   Reverend  Morris
Joseph.  It  is  there,  one  hundred  years
later,    that    we    shall    honour   his
memory I

DENISE  WILLIAMS  Aos,  /or  mcI#);  j;ecJrs,
been an involved member Of West London Syna-
gogue. She has held offices and still serves on a
number  o.i  committees   and  created   a   "first"
when  she was  elected  Warden  in  1985.
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TW.ENTY- FIVE KNOTS A MINUTE
Anton Felton

ANTON. FELTON f:I.I.in love with Jewish carpets some 25 years ago. He recently retired firom an accounting
P.ractice to fecu.s full-time on collecting and studying these rare chronicles of Jewish culture. He currently

lee.Itire_s extensively _in A_merica to Jewish and carpet societies on his subject, ;hich is part Of an Mphil the;is at
th= .P?pa.::me?i Of Hebrew and Jewish Studies at University College, I:ondon. His b;ok o; the subject will be

pub.Iish.edbythefnti_queFollectors'ClubinMayI997.TheextractwhichfollowsistakenfromtiretextOfthat
bock,asaret±e_fivephotographsofcarpetswhichappearinthisissue-Of MANNA.Anixhibitionofs;me

Of the carpets will open at the Jewish Museum in Camden Town on 8th May I 997 .

JEWISH CARPETS

Gin::p::rr:;taAri-;so:vce:a:1:cl:]S:u::i
expression  in  the  Middle  East.  As  art
forms     they     have,     since     time
immemorial,  enriched  the  palaces  of
the mighty, as functional floor and wall
coverings  they  are  universal  adjuncts
of civilization, as affirmations of Islam
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they are quintessential. Only as Judaica
have they been neglected.

What  are  Jewish  carpets?  Carpets
are textiles,  commonly  made  of wool
and  cotton  and  used  to  cover  floors,
stairs,  walls  and  furniture.  Although
the process  is  labour intensive,  if the
wool and the dye is available, they are
easily  woven  on  different  types  of
looms.  We may see  vertical  looms as
used by Jewish mat weavers of Alex-

andria, Egypt, in a wall painting in the
2nd to  3rd centuries CE,  or horizontal
looms  as   used  by  the   Falashas  of
Gondar,  Ethiopia,  in  1954.  The warps
are strong threads which run the length
of the  carpet  and  in  piled  carpets  the
knots are tied around one or two warps
and  secured  by  the  wefts  that  inter-
weave  the  warps,  going  from  side  to
side. There are two main types of hand

Continued on next page
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previous page:
Moses, Aaron & Elijah

wool and silk,
Tabriz c.1930

Top:  Moses
silk,  Kashan c.1930

Bottom:
Adam & Eve, Cain & Abel

wool,  Sivas  c.1910

Far right:
Theodor  Herzl..  cotton,

Jerusalem  c.1920

knot  -  the   Ghiordes  which   is   tied
through two  warps  and the  Persian or
Assymetrical which is tied around one
warp.  In  short bursts a  skilled  weaver
would,  subject to  all  the  variations  of
material  and design,  tie off between a
staggering   fifteen   and   twenty-five
knots  a  minute.  K.elims  are  not  made
up  of hundreds  of thousands  of indi-
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vidual   knots   but   are   flat   tapestry
weaves.

Jewish carpets are carpets of signifi-
cance  to   Jews   as   a   result  of  their
patterns,  pictures,  inscriptions,  ethos,
use  and motive as  well  as through the
designer, the weaver or the market.

I am enthralled with Jewish calpets.
For a quarter of a century now  I  have

been  fascinated  both  by  the  diversity
of their beauty and by their resonating
historic,   cultural   and  religious  mes-
sages. Their collection and cataloguing
is  part  of my  personal journey  and  I
have tried tojoin study with reflection.
But in the book I am writing -it is the
first book ever on this subject -I have
not suppressed all of the emotional re-
alities  of love  and  hate,  pleasure  and
sadness,   crankiness   and   confusion.
These rugs exist in almost infinite vari-
ety  and  contradiction,   so  mirroring
much  of Jewish  ideological  and  cul-
tural  pluralism.  The  spinning  and the
weaving of carpets by men and women
is as much an expression of their world
as  the  spinning  and  weaving  of their
world by silk worms and spiders from
the  stuff of their  own  bodies.  Some
rugs I see as exemplars of cultural and
cross  cultural  forces,  others  point  to
sources,  transitions  and  transforma-
tions  of functional  and  formal  social
values. The messages and meanings in
Jewish  rugs  range  in  time  from  the
Biblical and Talmudic eras to the early
Zionist and on to our own days.

The specific functions to which Jew-
ish  carpets  have  been  put  over  the
mi]1enia include:

Wallhangings for the Tabernacle
Curtains for the First Temple
Curtains for the Second Temple
Pcrokfee/ -Curtains for the Ark
Covers for the Readers Desk in
Synagogues
Adz.zrczc% - directional finders to
Jerusalem
Sfeevj./j. -reminders of the
Omnipresence
Wallhangings in synagogues
Coverings for the B!."czA -the
raised platform -  in synagogues
Floor coverings in synagogues
Seat coverings in synagogues
fJ#ppczfe  `Wedding Canopy'  covers
Sukkot `Autumn festival booth'
covers
Dowries
Adorni ng  yesfej.1/of
Protecting Jewish cemeteries from
desecration
Coverings for the putative tombs of
Biblical heroes
Encoded messages
Floor covering for the Sabbath meal
Trade, commerce and employment
Stores of future value and security
for loans
ln legend -flying in the air and
floating on water
ln houses -for windows, walls,
floors, beds, chairs, covers for
window ledges, shelves and
balconies
ln tents -floors, room dividers,
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beds and mattresses, pouffes,
storage bags
Burial  shrouds
Decorative and functional coverings
for boats, camels and donkeys
Instruments in the Return to Israel,
combining the creation of jobs and
skills, the development of 20th
century Jewish art and culture and
the spreading of the Zionist
message
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And now -because of all the above
-objects of memory and of study
offering many insights into Jewish
history and culture.
Carpets   were   being   made   some

3,750 years ago in Ur when Abraham
left  home  to  begin  it  all  and  later  in
Egypt  by  the  Pharoahs.  Then  around
1250 BCE in Sinai, when the Israelites
wove  the  Ke]ims  for  the  Tabernacle,
which in turn were much like those of

Solomon's  Temples  of 950 BCE  and
then of the Second Temple, which the
Romans destroyed in 70 CE. Wherever
there were Jewish communities in car-
pet  weaving  areas,   whether  Spain
before the expulsion of 1492 CE,  Iran
in the I9th century, or Israel in the first
half of the 20th century, these calpets
were designed and woven,  traded and
cherished. Produced by diverse groups,
Sephardi, Ashkenazi and Zionist, with
different  motives  and  priorities,  reli-
gious, political, aesthetic, commercial;
Jewish carpets offer intriguj ng insights
into  Jewish  history  and  culture.  They
are,  truly,  a  neglected  but immensely
rich   part   of  the   Jewish   cultural
inheritance .

•.,J;|(.

OUR TERMS
Sir,

I  would  like  to  respond  to   Rabbi
William  Wolff's  comments  on  rabbis
and money (Last Word) in the Autumn
issue.
I .  Britain  is  the bargain basement  for

teachers, doctors, engineers, factory
operatives  - so  rabbis  are  in  good
Company.

2.  Please save us from rabbis anchored
to any pulpit unless they are excep-
tional.

3.  The  Refomi  Movement  does   not
need  expensive  foreign  rabbis  -
they must come  here  on  our terms
(see  I  above).

4.  At  North  West  Surrey  Synagogue
we have been very lucky (or skilled
in selection) to have developed with
two newly graduated rabbis, both of
whom were good for us and, hope-
fully,  we  were  good  for them.  But
while I will miss Rabbi Morgan and.
family now that they are off to Aus-
tralia, as I did his predecessor,  I  am
looking  forward  to  the  next  Leo
Baeck College graduate.

5.  The  answer,  Rabbi   Wolff,  is   not
more  money  for  rabbis  but  more
money  to  train  more  rabbis.  Then,
like  teachers,   doctors,   engineers,
they can go overseas when they rna-
ture or stay in Britain on `our' terms.

Louis M. Solway
Weybridge

Continued on next page
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PIONEERS
Sir'

I  read  with  great  interest the  essay
by  Rabbi  Dow  Marmur (il44IVM4  53)
and  found  it  informative  and  innova-
tive.   On   only   one   point   I   am   not
entirely  jn  agreement.  It  is  the  state-
ment  that  American  Reform  rabbis
only embraced Zionism after the emer-
gence of Nazism in Germany.  I would
like  to  mention  three  leading  Ameri-
can  Reform  rabbis  who  were  leading
Zionists before the Nazi era.
1.  Rabbi  Stephen  Wise  (1874-1949):

He    was    instrumental     in    the
formation  of the  American  Zionist
Federation   and   cooperated  with
Theodore   Herzl   at   the   second
Zionist Congress in Basel in  1898 -
he     headed     the     Federation's
executive committee. He negotiated
on  the   Federation's  behalf  with
President  Woodrow  Wilson  and
spoke  for the  Zionist  Organisation
at the Versailles Peace Conference in

.      1918.    He    served   as   the    Vice-
President of the Zionist Organisation
of America  from  1918-1920  and  as
President from 1936-1938. For many

years he was Chairman of the United
Palestine Appeal and worked closely
with  Chaim  Weizmann,  David  Ben
Gurion and Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver.

2.   Rabbi  Judah  Magnes  (1877-1948):
As   a   student   in   the   mjd'30s  in
Palestine,  I  was  greatly  influenced
by  the  Chancellor  and  the   first
president of the Hebrew University
in  Jerusalem,   Rabbi   Magnes.   He
worked tirelessly in all departments
of the University but especially for
the  Institute for Jewish Studies.  He
was honoured, together with Chaim
Weizmann, with the first Honorary
Degree of the University and again,
in   1938,   the   University  honoured
him  by  publishing   Sc/cr  A4¢gres.
His  Zionist  work  covered  many
fields  and  I  remember  him  being
deeply   involved   with   Henrietta
Szold in the work of Youth Aliyah
and  Hadassah.   He  held  a  pacifist
view    and    firmly    believed    in
bringing   the   Arabs   and   Jews
together.   This   culminated  in  the
formation  of Brz.Z S7!c!/o"  and  later
/%4£d, which included many leading
Zionist intellectuals in Palestine.

3.   Rabbi   Abba   Hillel   Silver   (1896-
1963):  He  was  involved,  from  his

youth,  in  the  Zionist  cause  and  in
Jewish   and   Hebrew   education.
Judaism and Zionism were, for him,
a  natural  blend and he  strove  for a
Jewish  national  home  in  Palestine.
It   was   as   a   Zionist   leader   and
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statesman that Abba Silver made his
greatest mark.  In  1938,  he became
Chairman  of the  United  Palestine
Appeal and co-Chairman of United
Jewish   Appeal.   He   reached  the
climax  of his Zionist leadership  in
1947 as Chairman of the American
section of the Jewish Agency. I had
the    pleasure    of    meeting    this
outstanding  man  in  1936.  He  was  a
fantastic  orator,  oozing  confidence
and  warmth  and  a  fluent  Hebrew
speaker.  He  introduced  me  to  the
famous  film  actor  Paul  Muni  and
served as his interpreter -Muni spoke
only  English  and  Yiddish,  which  I
did not understand at that time.
All  three  were  famous  American

rabbis who led large congregations and
inspired  vast  numbers  through  their
preaching, writing and communal lead-
ership.

Nonek Jacobson
Newcastle-upon-Tyne

MORALS 0R MONEY
Sir,

I  was very perturbed to read  Rabbi
Wo]ff's  opening  comment  on  rabbis
and their pay (Last Word, A4AAVA 53).
As  a  member  of  one  of the  smaller
communities  and  there  are  more  like
us than the few `big boys', who rely on
students with the hope of one day af-
fording a full  or part-time rabbi,  what
hope and encouragement does his arti-
cle give to us?  Communities like ours
vary between 100 and 200 families and
it  does  not  take  a  mathematician  to
work out what the subscription would
have  to  be just  to  cover  the  portion
payable to a rabbi whose prime consid-
eration is going to be how much he/she
can earn.

Yes, a rabbi deserves and must get,
an adequate salary but surely his mor-
als should draw the line at bartering his
soul for money.

The  Leo  Baeck College and RSGB
have been  the  backbone  of the  small
communities  and the  students  sent  to
serve us have inspired us to stay loyal
and attempt to grow.

Like teachers and after all, a rabbi is
a  teacher,  there  js  a  pay  scale  and  all
communities   should   abide   by   this
scale.

This  reminds  me  of some  40  years
ago when Harlow approached the Or-
thodox to ask what help they would be
prepared  to  give  to  us  in  setting  up  a
community.  The  response  -  "You've
got no money, you get no help" .

Charles Jackson
Harlow, Essex

PYGMIES
Sir'

I was soITy to note your comment on
the Orthodox absence from the funeral
of Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn.  It saddened  me
to think you felt you ought to say some-
thing about that non-event at all -even
devote a whole editorial to it. Would it
not  have  been  more  appropriate  to
ignore the antics  of pygmies unaware
of the very simplest decencies among
men?  In  the  face  of death  surely  this
kind of behaviour is ludicrous beyond
words.   If  death,    cz#j/   man's   death,
diminishes  me,   as   Donne   says,  just
because I am "involved in mankind", it
cannot diminish them, for there js little
in them that can be diminished and of
"involvement  in  mankind"  of course

there is none 11
C.C. Aronsfeld
Harrow, Middx

FROM HEAVEN?
Sir'

You  do  not  need  to  apologise  for
raising  the  price  of   A44IVIV4.     Each
issue  is  so  welcome  and  so  good  that
the pain of paying is far surpassed by
the interest and challenge of reading!

A4AAV4  is  important  to  me,  a  Ro-
man  Catholic  sister  in  an  apparently
non-Jewish area, precisely because it's
not aimed at me. As a mature and intel-
ligentjournal addressing many themes
met  universally  in  religious  thought,
from the context of Jewish life,  I  find
the  ideas  it  puts  forward  fascinating
and  relevant,  as  I  seek  to  respond  to
God in my own situation.

More  than  the  individual  articles -
though  this  time,   the   contributions
from  William  Wolff  [twins/abortion]
and  Lawrence  Kushner  [homosexual-
ity] are outstanding -the wholejourna]
shows  forth  a  way  of life  -  I  nearly
wrote Way of Life...but that may be a
bit  too  strong  for  some.  OK  -  let's
express it as the outer ring of a double
rainbow -amid sun and rain and clouds
there   is  the   Covenant  bow  -   and
A44AVA puts into words the outer bow
-less bright but covering more of the
world.

Thank you - all of you .
Mary Wood

Dursley, G loucestershire

i;\l(.
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ll#4o`J''
William Wolff

FOR   THE    FIRST   TIME    IN
twenty years or more we are about
to  get  a  Cabinet  without  one  Jew

in  it.  And it  will  not thake the  slightest
difference ... not to Jews anyway. Firstly
because  even  a  committed  synagogue
member like Malcolm Rifl(jnd sits in the
Cabinet  not  as  a  Jew  but  as  a  British
politician,  fighting  for British  interests.

Secondly because Jews in this country
are  so   integrated  that  there  are  few
specifically  Jewish  concerns  left.  The
freedom   of  ritual   slaughter  is  one  of
those few.

And thirdly because even a Jew at the
Foreign  office  does  not  alter  Britajn's
policy  towards   Israel   and  the  Middle
East.   Especially  with  a  government  in
Israel whose mission is not to win ffiends
but to  lose them.

#

IS    SIR   JAMES   GOLDSMITH,
father    of   Jemima,    father    and
financier of the  Referendum  Party a

Jew?
He  does  not  consider  himself  to  be

one.  Nor would the  most liberal  of rab-
bis  count  him  in  a  wj.#j/cz#  -  his  father
Frank may have been Jewish, his mother
Marce]le certainly  was  not.

But  to  many  of his  opponents  he  is.
One Jewish ancestor, however distant, is
enough  for  abuse,  personal  or  political.
They  have  an  ancient  and  unhallowed
tradition  on  their side - the  view that  a
Jew is anyone who "I" say is a Jew.

Is   not  that  exactly  like  the   London
Beth  Din?

THE THIRTY-SOMETHING  TAXI
driver   with   a   weight  problem
picked      me      up      from      my

synagogue  one  Shabbat  afternoon  and
asked  casually  "Are   you   the   Minister
there?"

That was the giveaway.  He was shun-
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ning the word "rabbi".
I  still  had  not  expected  the  lecture:

"Then  you  should  not  be  driving  with

me."  I  bit  my  tongue,  refrained  from
talking about pots and black kettles and
listened   to   his   pleas   for  Orthodox
observance.

In  return  he  refused  to  take  the  full
fare.  And  whenever  he  picked  me  up
over the  next  few  months,  he  switched
off his  meter,  charged  me  £2  whatever
the distance and adamantly refused to be
bargained up.

He  took me  to  the  hospital  the  day  I
was  summoned to be with a congregant
while the nurses switched off her sister's
life  support  system.  I  told  him  of my
mission  and  he  insisted  on  the  impor-
tance  of saying  the   Sfee"cr,  even  when
the  patient  was  unconscious.  So  before
the nurses switched off, I did. And made
a note to tell  him the  next time.

Gowned  and  hatted,  I  was  driven  to
the crematorium by another driver some
weeks later.  Are you Jewish,  he wanted
to know.  And then proceeded to tell  me
of the recent Jewish funeral of one of his
colleagues.

His  description  perfectly  fitted  my
knowledgeable friend with a weight and
loads of other problems.

The   massive,   sudden   heart  attack
which  took  him  probably  made  it  im-
possible  for him  to  say  his  last  Sfeemo.
But  I  pray  that  minutes  later  he  found
my faith confirmed -that even without a
final   Sfeemcr  a  wami  welcome  awaited
him  jn   O/cz"  f7czbbczA,  the  next  world,
amply earned by his generosity on earth.

i:Tt.

THE PRESENT  STAMPEDE OUT
of the Jewish  community has the
deepest of roots.  I was looking at

the   friend's   computer   family   pro-
gramme,   taking   his  line  back  to   the
middle of the  18th century.  And it was a
revelation  to  see  all  the  Jacobsons  who
had  become  Jacksons,  the  Currys  who
started     off    as     Cohens     and    the
Goldschmidts who became plain  Smith.
And  all  abandoned  their  Judaism  with
their names.  On  a  distant branch  of my
own family tree there was an  Isaac who
came from  Poznan in  1820,  clung to his
name but within two  years  had married
in  Hackney  Palish  church.  ms  descen-
dants are Anglicans to this day, still with
their central  European Jewish  name.

And   still   it   goes   on.   At   Marjorie
Proops'   funeral   at  the  West  London

Synagogue cemetery in Hoop Lane, her
son refused to cover his head. And Made
herself,  with  whom  I  used  to  wander
back  ami  in  ami  from  editorial  confer-
ences  to  our  adjoining  offices,  never
rrirssed a. Rosh Hashanah or Yom Kippur
at her desk in Holborn Circus.

pa:ehnetsst°o?:hraeta::]g:au:dppaar::;St'sgrwa:::
deeply    observant   is    an    Orthodox
preacher's  myth  -  sedulously  fostered,
constantly repeated and totally untrue.

Defection  is  one  of the  most  crucial
facts  of Jewish  history.  It  is  the  most
relevant  of chapters  of Jewish  history.
And it cries out to be written.

•;\t.

I:::I:A:LfL::c:a!JfAa?aai:3e:xe:i:pt::N::
us   all,   provoked   a   few   wandering
thoughts.

They  came  to  an  end  with  the  pros-
pect that it may be  our turn  next.  After
all,  this  was just  his  first  shot  at  being
Defender of Faiths.

He could just be the answer to  every
Jewish prayer to acquire a defender with
the overflow audience guaranteed to the
Prince.

It   raises  just   one   more   question.
Which  brand  of Judaism  js  he  going  to
defend?   Stamford   Hill   or  Sternberg
Centre?

•*.

TWO VIEWS REIGN IN ANGLO-
Jewry about the religious dialogue
in   our  midst.   One   is   of  doom.

Those  who  do  not  care  for  debate  and
see   a  dire   future   ahead   yearn   for  a
community  living  in  its  own  Garden  of
Eden with not a weed in sight.

Others see robust exchanges as a sign
of vitality, commitment and rich choice.
And they believe we are currently a com-
munity  that  offers  more  warmth  and
variety  jn  religious  life  than  it  has  done
for centuries.

No  prizes  today  for  guessing  into
which camp I  fit so snugly .

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  !.s  m[.#j.s/er  o/ /Ae
Brighton  and  Hove  Progressive  Synagogue.  He
has  previously   served   in   Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
Milton  Keynes.  Reading,  and  as  an  assistant  to
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the  West London Synagogue.
He was trained at Leo Baeck College.
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THE MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY
The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural
venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range of Jewish cultural
and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of
a large audience. Regular activities include concerts,
debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and lectures.

Membership of the Society
gives easy access to the
many amenities of the
Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish
centre in  Europe. These
facilities include a bookshop,
library,  cafeteria,  extensive

grounds and tennis courts.
Membership also brings
advance information  about
events, priority booking and
ticket discounts and automatic
subscription to MAMA.
Membership can be on either
an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are  modest.  The
rates for  1997  are:

Single  membership           £20.50

Family  membership          £32.50

Senior citizen/
student  single                       £16.75

Senior citizen-family        £23.75

Existing subscribers to  MAMA
may deduct the  unexpired
portion  of their subscription
from the Manor House Society
subscription.

Details and application forms
from Pain Lewis at the
Sternberg  Centre

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

8th, 9th,llth and 12th January
S.T.A.R.S (The Theatre Company of the Manor House Society) production  of

Blood Wedding by  Federico Garcia Lorca
at The Bull Theatre, 68 High Street,  Barnet

Sunday 23 February -2.30pm
Eleventh Annual Chess Simul with Chess Master Jonathan Speelman

7th March - 6th May
Stanislav Brunstein:  Ftetrospective,  Pai'nfi`ngs and Works on Paper

Sunday 13 April -7.00pm
Gala Birthday Party to celebrate Thirteen Years of the Manor House Society

Lunchtime  Recitals
Thursdays,  1.15pm

Spring  1997 Series: 23 January, 6 and 20  February, 6 and 27 March

Art Course
Ten week daytime courses from 7 January - 11  March  1997

Tuesdays 10.00am - 12.30pm and  1.30pm -4.00pm

Judaic Embroidery Course
Ten week embroidery course with Lana Young

from 15 January -26 March  1997

S.T.A.R.S
Manor House Society Drama Centre

Ongoing programme of play production,  play readings,
workshops, play writing and theatre outings

Gin-tr=mlI-I-
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